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AP
President Bush makes a statement about the economy this
morning on the South Lawn of the White House in
Washington.

Bush confident bill
will help economy
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API —
Key supporters of a Wall Street
bailout package prodded lawmakers to approve the plan
hours ahead of a difficult House
vote today, with President Bush
saying it is needed to "keep the
crisis in our financial system
from spreading throughout our
economy."
"Every member of Congress
and every American should
keep in mind that a vote for this
bill is a vote to prevent economic damage to you and your community," said Bush, fully aware
that congressional passage of
the $700 billion compromise
legislation is far from assured.
"With this strong and decisive legislation," he said, "we
will help restart the flow of
credit so American families can
meet their daily needs and
American businesses can make
purchases, ship goods and meet
their payrolls."
The package cleared a key
procedural hurdle on the House
floor this morning with a 220198 vote to move it to three

hours of general debate and a
final vote, likely by midday or
early afternoon.
Two leading players in the
negotiations also spoke early
today, taking to television news
shows to lobby for approval of a
package deeply unpopular with
a public angry that taxpayer
money will save Wall Street
firms from heavy risk-taking.
Thousands of angry phone calls.
e-mails and letters have poured
into Capitol Hill from constituents.
But Sen. Chris Dodd. DConn.. said that failure to act
would spread the contagion of
frozen credit markets even further. -This is no just about Wall
Street," said the Banking
Committee chairman.
Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H.,
who
represented
fellow
Republicans in the hard-fought
10 days of talks that culminated
in a deal early Sunday morning.
called it a "tourniquet" for the
ailing financial industry and
slow-moving economy.

See Page 2

MSU students
fighting against
child hunger

HAWKiNS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times

rrs A SKATE DAY!: Brad Hale tries out a wooden skate ramp at Chestnut Park's basketball court Saturday. Hale was one of
several teenagers, along with some much younger children, who tested their skills on the temporary ramps during "Skate Day
at the Park," which was held in conjunction with the celebration for Murray's designation as a "Playful City USA.' Organizers
sold concessions during the event to raise money for the skate park's construction.

Popular game helps wounded soldiers
as TOM BENIN
Staff Writer
A tournament involving the popular
-comhole" bag toss game Saturday at the
Big Apple restaurant raised about $2,000
that will benefit soldiers, sailors, airmen and
Marines wounded during conflicts in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
The money is used to help provide backpacks to about 14.000 military personnel
recovering in hospitals. The backpacks are
filled with items they need to make them
more comfortable during their recuperation.
Mary Ellen Smith, who organized the
event with assistance from Big Apple manager Boone Chambers. said she and others
in Murray wanted to do all they could to
help those who have suffered severely in the
war.
"What we have found out is that when
they are severely wounded and they leave to
go to a hospital in Baghdad or Germany,
that they have nothing. They put them in a
nightgown and that's it," Smith said.

-These backpacks have toiletries, they have
T-shirts, they may have lounge pants or a
deck of cards, a lot of things that they need
to make their stay more comfortable."
Smith was aided in organizing the event
by New York City resident Lynn MeGuinn.
McGuinn's husband, an employee at a
financial firm located inside one of the
World Trade Center buildings, was killed
during the Sept. II. 2001 attack.
McGuinn, a friend of Smith's. often travels to similar events to support efforts to aid
soldiers involved in the War on Terror.
-1 just want to do something for the soldiers," she said. "(Mary Ellen) and her
daughter came up with the comhole idea."
Smith was also assisted by Renata Adair.
Adair said she had seen a television segment
about Soldier's Angels and wanted to do
something to help the program in Murray.
"Soldier's Angels was started by a mother who had a son who was wounded in
Iraq," Adair said. "We raise money to purchase these backpacks they have these items

,
.
in there. They"aresent straight to the hospitals wherever they are taken."
During the competition, participants
tossed bean bags about 25 feet into elevated
and angled, wooden boxes cut with five- to
six-inch holes in a game similar to horseshoes.
Each team paid $10 to participate.
However the event was aided by several
local businesses that provided additional
funding to benefit the soldiers.
A volunteer-led nonprofit organization.
Soldier's Angles has more than 20 different
teams and programs supporting all hnurches
of the U.S. Armed Forces. The group send.,
letters, care packages and comfort items to
the deployed and support families here it
home. Assistance is also provided to the
wounded, continuing support for veterans,
remembrances and comfort for families of
the fallen, and immediate response to
unique difficulties.
More information about the Soldier':
Angels program can be found online at
ww .soldiersangeI s.com.

MSU Public Relations
Students at Murray State University have chosen to fight childhood hunger by participating in the nationwide Backpack Program
as their service project for 2008. Recognizing a great need here in
their own community, they have set a lofty goal of providing 6.000
backpack meals to pre-school through 5th grade children throughout
this school year
Collections are underway with delivery of the first meals planned
this week.
According to www.feedingamerica.org, 2006 statistics show that
an estimated 12.6 million children live in what is classified as food
insecure (low or very low food security) households. The stats also
documented that 62 percent of all client households with children
under the age of 18 participated in a school lunch program and nearly half of children were food stamp recipients.
Kentucky was listed as one of the top 10 states in prevalence of
food insecurity during the two-year period of 2004-06.
By adopting the Backpack Program as their community service

See Page 2
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About 50 or so participants compete in a comhole toss game at the Big Apple restaurant Saturday to raise money to aid wouncled soldiers. The teams paid or donated $10 to take part in the first-ever event in Murray to benefit a program started about
three years ago by a mother whose son was seriously injured in the Iraq war.
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rnotorcycNst, horse,
passenger injured

Policelogs
Murray Police Department
• A burglary was reported at 4 59 a m Wednesday at Arby s
restaurant A report was taken
• A complainant came into the police station at 1 08 p m to
report a theft
• Murray-Calloway County Parks officials reported a theft at
1 13 pm
• A motor vehicle accident with injuries was reported at 9:49
m at the intersection of Post Oak and Ky 94 East Murray
Fire Department responded
Murray State University Polies
• A theft report was made at 9 17 a ni Wednesday at Waterfield Library A caller reported the theft of items valued at less
than $300
• A report of theft was made at 11 45 pm at Fast Track The
caNer told police a male sublect was seen running out of a
building with several items A report was taken
information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies

III Hunger fight ...
From Front
project for this year, Robin
Taffler. coordinator of service
learning at Murray State, says
MSU students recognize that
proper nutrition is vital to the
growth and development of children and that providing substance meals will help to provide
them with some of the basic key
ingredients needed to not only
sus-vive, but learn and excel as
students and future wage earnCrS

Backpacks meals are sent
home with targeted children to
be consumed during the weekend or periods when school is
not in session. Working through
the schools in Murray and
Calloway County, the Need Line
Association says that 165 children that are currently in need of
this service have been identified
locally.
Collection bins are located in
the Curris Center, Fast Track
and all residential colleges.
Backpack meals will be stuffed
on the T-Room Concourse in the
Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday
and again on Oct. 28-29. and
Nov. 18-19.
Items needed for the meals
are pudding cups. fruit/applesauce cups, Gait snacks, toaster
pastries such as Pop Tarts, granola or cereal bars. pretzels. 100
percent fruit juice boxes, peanut
butter or cheese crackers, poptop Vienna sausages and single
serve microwayeable meals

such as pasta or beanie weenies
Any community members
who would like to assist in the
backpack program are encouraged to contact Taffier at 8093080, or send an email to
robin.taffier@murraystate edu

'inserter
NOTICE
11 A special called meeting
of the Murray Electric Plant
Board will be held Tuesday at
noon at Murray Electric's
Calhoun Building on 4th
Street for the purpose of
reviewing bids and awarding
contracts for concrete foun•
dation work at the West
Murray Substation.
II The Murray City Council
will have a special-called
meeting at 2:30 p.m. on
Tuesday at City Hall. The
council will vote on the first
reading to amend a previous
ordinance adopting the annual
budget for fiscal year 20082009 by estimating revenues
and appropriations for city
government operations. It also
involves the general fund capital expenditures for the city
fire department.
The council will meet again
in special session at 8 a.m.
Wednesday to vote on the
second reading of the ordinance.
Murray Code
The
11
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing Tuesday at 5
p.m. at City Hall to review
noise control citations.
In To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times
barELBOWING FOR APPLES?: You've heard of bobbing for apples? Well, the apples in this
rel were so big that children were "elbowing for apples' as part of a game at Farmers Market
Murray-Calloway County fall festival Saturday morning

IN Bush confident ...
From Front
Still, both men said the
necessity of such massive government action is a sad day for
the nation. Asked if the legislation, slated for a vote in the
House later today and a Senate
vote as early as Wednesday.
would pass. Dodd said only:
"We hope so."
These players were speaking
not just to rank-and-file lawmakers to whom the spotlight
now turns in this contentious,
dramatic debate, but to U.S. and
global markets which have disnervousness about
played
Washington's determination to
act.
Investors worldwide and in
early trading in the United
States continued to show doubt
about whether the bill would go
through, much less go a long
way toward cunng the systemic
problems that have unnerved
financial markets across the
globe for weeks.
There was a further sign of
general economic deterioration
as the Commerce Departmen
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BARDWELL, Ky. (API -A western Kentucky man has
died and a child passenger on
his motorcycle was injured
when the bike struck a horse
near Bardwell.
Kentucky State Police said
44-year-old Garrett Warfield of
Bardwell was killed Sunday
morning on Kentucky Route
849 West.
He was pronounced dead at
the scene by Carlisle County
Coroner Steve Freeman.
Warfield's I 1- year-old passenger Sylvia Styers. also of
Bardwell. was taken by helicopter to St. Francis Medical
Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo .
with injuries to her lower
extremities.
No condition report was
available on the girl this morning.
Trooper Alison Wommer's
report said the horse also died
in the crash

$1,200 REBATE

reported that consumer spending
was unchanged in August —
even worse than the small 0.2
percent gain that economists had
anticipated. It was the weakest
showing since spending was
also flat in Febniary.
Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke, in a statement
today, said he welcomed agreement on a compromise bill.
"This legislation should help
to restore the flow of credit to
households and businesses that
is essential for economic growth
and job creation, while at the
same time affording strong and
necessary protections for taxpayers,- Bernanke said, calling
for swift passage.
Bush said he "fully understands" the bailout hill is a difficult vote for lawmakers, but he
argued that jittery U.S. taxpayers will benefit from a number
of safeguards that lawmakers
wrote into the pending legislation, including checks and balances on the operation of the
program, curbs on "golden parachutes" for top executives of
firms getting help, and assurances that taxpayers would ultimately be reimbursed by the
companies for any losses.
But the government would
have broad discretion to decide
how to implement both. The legislation also requires that the
government take ownership
stakes in companies that receive
federal infusions, so it could
share a piece of potential future
profits.
Bush also said the ultimate
cost of the bailout will be much
less than the $700 billion
authorized in the bill. The sour

assets — mostly mortgage backed securities — that the
program allows the government
to take off the books of struggling financial institutions will
eventually be sold, perhaps even
at a profit.
Still, the president hinted that
this may not be the last intervention required. "It's been a
volatile time for our financial
system and our economy," he
said. "Even with the important
steps we're taking to address the
current crisis, we will continue
to face serious challenges."
Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson sought the unprecedented amount of money with little
supervision. Instead, the bill lets
Congress block half the money
and force the president to jump
through some hoops before
using it all. The government
could get at $250 billion immediately. $100 billion more if the
president certified it was necessary, and the last $350 billion
with a separate certification —
and subject to a congressional
resolution of disapproval. Still.
the resolution could be vetoed
by the president. meaning it
would take extra-large congressional majorities to stop it.
Banks, credit unions. secunties brokers and dealers, and
insurance companies, among
others, could get the help as long
as they had "significant operations" in the United States.
Originally designed to help
companies get rotten mortgagerelated investments off their balance sheets, the legislation
would allow the government to
buy up any kind of asset top
economic officials think is nec-

essary to promote market stability.
The final 110-page bill was
released Sunday evening after a
final weekend of intense negotiating. and Republicans and
Democrats huddled for hours ih
private meetings Sunday night
to learn its details and voice
their concerns. Many said they
left uncertain of how they would
vote
Lawmakers in both parties
who are facing re-election are
particularly nervous about
embracing such a costly plan
proposed by a deeply unpopular
president that would benefit perhaps the most publicly detested
of all: companies that got rich
off bad bets.
"Nobody wants to have to
support this bill," said Rep. John
A. Boehner. R-Ohio. the House
minority leader. But he said he
was urging "every member
whose conscience will allow
them to support this" to do so.
Officials in both parties expected the vote to be a nail-biter.
The two major party presi—
candidates
dential
Republican John McCain and
Democrat Barack Obama -expressed tepid support for tht
bailout.
Rep. Joe Barton, R-Texas, an
opponent. estimated that half of
the House's 199 Republicans are
"truly undecided."
Democratic Rep. Elijah
Cummings. D-Md.. said he was
inclined to oppose the bill. But
he added: "A lot of people are
going to hold their nose and vote
for it, because they've been put
in a bad position and they don't
have any other option."

Protect your nest egg,
small or large.

plus 6 months same as cash*
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between August 28 and October 29, 2008.
Install o new Trone heating and cooling system and
you'll be rewarded year after year with premium
comfort and lower energy bills And, now through
October 29, 2008, youll also be rewarded with up to
$1,200 bock, plus no payments for six months If you
want to add value to your home and everything you
do inside of it, ins the opportune time to buy
Clean Air is Inane Air
Trane CleanEflects"" air filtration removes up to
9998% of the dust, pet dander, bocteria, mold and
other allergens from oN the air it heats or cools Isn't it
time you expected more from your system?
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from your independent Trane dealer

Access up to $50 million in FDIC insurance.
Enjoy the convenience of our Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Servicek, or CDARV. Now you
con invest up to $50 million and be eligible for FDIC insurance on every dollar. Using CDARS,
we will place your funds with multiple RAC-insured institutions, molting you eligible for multi-million
dollar protection. Enjoy the simplicity of working with just one bank and getting just one account
statement. We are the perfect place for your nest egg - small or large.

For an independent
Trane dealer near you, call:

888-872-6321
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Poll: Senate race tied, McCain up in Ky.
KSP: 2 survive small
plane crash in northern Ky.
FRANKFORT Ky (AP) — Kentucky State Police say a small airplane crashed while taking off Sunday but both passengers survived
with (O100( iniunes
Police say the crash happened at the Gene Snyder Airport in
northern Kentucky Sunday afternoon Authorities say they responded to a 1964 Cessna 1500 airplane in a wooded area near the end
of the runway
Mark Martin of Burlington Ky and his 16-year-old son were
onboard Police say the 47-year-old Martin reported his engine failed
immediately after take off
The crash is under investigation

Ky. residents worry
aging bridge will give out
TOLLESBORO, Ky (AP) — Residents are trying to rescue an
aging covered bridge in northeastern Kentucky they say is at risk of
giving out
County officials have told residents Thomas Hughes and Steve
Hampton that the Cabin Creek Covered Bridge s -next in line for
restoration.-We want to know what that means in a time frame: Hampton
said.
The bridge. Lewis County's only covered badge, had been stabilized by steel braces by the Kentucky Transportation Department
until the restoration could be completed. but those braces were damaged by heavy rains in earty spnng
Hughes and Hampton are worried the bridge might not survive
until the state's restoratton.
Hughes said the entire community is concerned about losing the
114-foot single span bridge, which was built in 1873

Ky. painter to capture
Revolutionary re-enactment
BLUFF CITY. Tenn. (AP) — An influential battle from the
Revolutionary War may soon have a fresh perspective on canvas.
Kentucky painter Richard Luce has joined re-enactors on the
Ce:erreountain Victory Trail as they recreate the 1780 march that led
to the Battle of Kings Mountain.
A militia of mountain frontiersmen worked their way from Virginia
to South Carolina to defeat British troops and help set up the final
American victory at Yorktown.
There are only two paintings of the campaign. Luce intends to do
a series of battle paintings and is taking photos and making notes of
the re-enactment as part of his research.
He told the Kingsport Times-News during a stop in Bluff City,
Tenn last week that the re-enactors help him gather 'magic
moments- of action and emotion.
in a painting you have to get more than just visuals. You have to
get some sort of emotion feeling behind it," Luce said

Police hope Covington probe
disrupts crack deals
COVINGTON. Ky.(AP) — Police in Covington hope they've disrupted drug trade with a yearlong investigation into crack cocaine
dealing.
The Kentucky Enquirer reported about 50 suspects have charges
pending and some have been arrested.
Covington Police Lt Col. Spike Jones said the department
planned to release the names of those arrested and the descriptions
of three who fled at a Monday news conference
Kenton Commonwealth's Attorney Rob Sanders said 14 people
indicted by a Kenton County grand jury face possible pnson terms of
years to life, depending on their criminal records.
A federal grand jury meeting in Covington indicted an additional
'2 people and another 15 federal indictments were pending.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API _ A new poll as reliable and objecn%e as their editorial
shows U.S. Senate Minority Leader Mitch page is fair and balanced'
His campaign manager. Justin Brasell.
McConnell and Democratic challenger
Bruce Lunsford in a statistical tie for said McConnell is trying to educate oilers
that Lunsford is "little more than an egotisMcConnell's seat.
The Courier-Journors Bluegrass Poll tical and greedy man ill-suited to protect
found that each candidate would get the sup- anyone's Interests but his own'
The Lunsford campaign welcomed the
port of 41 percent of like!! voters if the elecresults, saying that it showed that people are
tion were held today.
The poll has a margin of error of 3.7 per- tired of the nation's Republican leaders.
'We're headed in the wrong direction.
centage points.
When the undecided respondents who and eight years of Bush-McConnell ecowere leaning toward a candidate were nomics are at the very heart of the matter.
included in the poll results, the poll still We need change now, more than ever."
showed the candidates about even. with I.unsford said in a statement. "This will be a
McConnell getting 45 percent and Lunsford tight race up until the end, so we're going to
work hard every day until Election Day."
44.
of 717
Larry Sabato), director of the University
survey
The telephone
if Virginia's Center for Politics, said he was
Kentuckians who identified themselves as
likely voters was conducted Sept. 22-25 for surprised the polling showed Lunsford had
The Courier-Journal by Mason-Down closed the gap on McConnell.
"If Lunstord is actually doing this well.
Polling & Research Inc. of Washington D.C.
McConnell's campaign dismissed the Ifs got to he because the public is so upset
newspaper's polling results. saying they 'are by the economic meltdown and may he

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Winer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API
Kentucky's reputation as a
smokers' haven is getting
snuffed out gradually, even in
communities deeply rooted in a
tobacco culture that once dominated the state.
Cities across Kentucky —
still one of the country's leading
tobacco-producing states — are
restricting when and where
smokers can light up. The
restrictions range from strict
local bans that forbid all indoor
smoking in public buildings or
work places to less-stringent
limits that make allowances for
bars and bingo halls. Some permit smoking in separate rooms
with ventilation systems.
It's a stark difference from
the days when people could
light up cigarettes just about
everywhere.
"The heritage is something of
the past." said Rod Kuegel. who
grows burley tobacco in Daviess
County in western Kentucky.
"As you take away the tobacco
culture, you take away that
defensive mode."
At last count, 13 cities and
seven counties in Kentucky had
passed forms of smoking bans
broader than just municipal
buildings, according to the
Kentucky League of Cities.
Those ordinances cover nearly one-third of Kentucky's population, according to Irene
Centers, director of the state's
Tobacco Cessation program in
the Department for Public
Health.
Across the country, at least
23 states plus the District of

Boggess lecture on science, media today
MSU Public Relations
Dr. Joe Schwarcz, director of
the office for science and society at McGill University. will
give the Annual Gary Boggess
in
Lecture
Distinguished
Chemistry at Murray State
University today. His presentation, Science and the Media,
will begin at 4:30 p.m. in the
Freed Curd Auditorium in the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology.
Schwarcz is well known for
his informative and entertaining
public lectures on topics ranging
from the chemistry of love to the
science of aging.
The topic of his lecture
addresses the image of the scientist that the public derives

from television and movies and
how accurate scientific information gathered by the public from
media sources actually is. He
will discuss questions such as.
"Can we really believe the 'science' of those half-hour TV
infomercialsr and "What is the
scientific basis of some bestsellers like 'Fit for Life'?" and
more.
Schwarcz has appeared on
television hundreds of times.
hosts The Dr. Joe Show, writes a
weekly newspaper column and
has authored a number of books
including, "The Fly in the
Ointment," "Let Them Eat
Flax," "Dr. Joe and What You
Didn't Know- and "Radar, Hula
Hoops and Playful Pigs.- His
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newest work, "An Apple A
Day." will be published in
December.
He was the chief consultant
on The Reader's Digest bestsellers Foods That Harm, Foods
That Heal and The Healing
Power of Vitamins. Minerals
and Herbs.
The lecture series is named
for Dr. Gary Boggess, former
dean of the college of science
and faculty member in the
department of chemistry at
MSU. The series recognizes
Boggess' years of distinguished
service to the department, college and university. The lecture
is open to MSU students. faculty and staff, and the general public, and admission is free.
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Bluegrass pill -.Pic., Republican presidential nominee t S 'Nen John sic('am leading
Democratic I S Seri Barack Ohama in
Kentucky.
The poll found that McCain would get
the support of 53 percent of likely voters in
to Obama's 41 percent if the eketurn were held today
The poll has a margin of error of 3.7 percentage points The telephone survey of 717
Kentuckians w as conducted Sept. 22-25 by
Mason-Dixon Polling & Research Inc.

AP

Roy Trimble, owner of Lone Oak Little Castle, works in the kitchen in Lone Oak, Ky He closed
his restaurant Trimbles in Paducah in August because of a drop in business he relates to the
smoking ban by the city.
Columbia have passed laws with elevated cancer rates. closed his Trunble's Exit 3
requiring most public places and smoke-free laws are a cost- Restaurant this summer. putting
workplaces — including bars effective way to improve public 16 people out of work.
He said business dropped by
and restaurants — to be smoke- health. said Ellen Hahn, a profree, according to the National fessor at the University of nearly a third once smokers quit
State Kentucky's colleges of nursing stopping by there
of
Conference
and public health.
Legislatures.
of
percent
28
Some
neighboring
year
Last
Tennessee, for example banned Kentuckians smoke, comRared
smoking in most indoor public with nearly 20 percent nationally, according to statistics from
places.
HIALEAWFL — An ingredient
But so far, its been local the Kentucky Department for
often used to treat inflammation in,
racehorse's lege is now back on the
governments at the forefront of Public Health.
market in its original doctor recant-,
While anti-smoking advothe issue in Kentucky.
mended formula
The state's two largest cities. cates have made inroads, smokAccording to a national drug more:
Louisville and Lexington. fea- ing bans haven't caught on
survey, the formula Si one time Ise:
came so popular that it rose 10 the:
ture tough public smoke-free everywhere. In Glasgow. situattop of-pharmacy sales fix toptcai paii(
laws, but restrictions have also ed in a traditional tobacco-growrelievers. But the company markt:*
passed in smaller towns in the ing region. city council meming the product at the rime changer(
ban
to
proposal
a
tabled
bers
heart of Kentucky's traditional
the formula and sales plummeted.:
and
smoking in public places
('Inc of the inventors of the origins(
burley tobacco belt.
formula has brought it beck to thk
The anti-smoking movement indoor workplaces. However, a
market under the trade name ARTH.
has gained a strong foothold as number of restaurants there have
ARREST and says it can relieve patk
gone nonsmoking voluntarily.
burley production has waned.
for millions
.NRIT-I ARREST wcelcs by a dusk
Large numbers of farmers said council member Jeanne
mechanism whereby one ingrediat
smokthe
opposed
quit growing the leaf — an Scalise. who
reheyes pain immediately, while
ingredient in cigarettes — since ing ban proposal.
second ingredient seeks our and der
In Bowling Green. which
a $10 billion tobacco buyout in
stroys the pain messenger signal be'
fore it can be sent to the brain Cone
2004 ended the Depression-era also bans smoking in cityWere(' a medical miracle by sornic
federal tobacco program. which owned buildings, city commisthe ARM ARREST formula is use.
set production and price con- sioners refused to extend the
ful in the treatment of painful disor
prohibition to restaurants.
trols.
dens ranging from minor aches
Opponents argue that smokpains to more serious conditions sec
The government predicts
as arthritis, bursitis. rheurnateun. tenburley production in Kentucky ing bans hurt business and
dooms, backache and more.
this year will total 144.9 million infringe on individual rights.
"%RD{ ARREST is fisaillhIc in a
pounds on 69,000 acres, com- Roy Trimble blames Paducah's
convenient full-on applicator at pharhis
sending
for
ban
macies *about a prescriptivn or cal/
pared with 470.4 million pounds smoking
I -t00-339-3301. Now available at
western Kentucky restaurant
on 240,000 acres in 1997.
WALTER'S PHARMACY
In a state with historically into a tailspin. He said the busi604 S. 12th St - 753-'688
high smoking rates, coupled ness never recovered, and he
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Erases Pain

Murray,Kentucky's
arbm Rehabilitation Specialist
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*MI Specia
WEDNESDAY DINE IN ONLY

Large Spaghetti S3.96

There are reasons why so many people
purchase their hearing aids from Michael Stone
Mr. 5toilt is a nationally recognized, boc,[,,
certified hearing instrument specialist. He has
served on the Better Hearing Institute in
Washington, D.C., the National Institute for
Hearing Instrument Studies, the National
Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Science, and has served as President of
the International Hearing Society.

Medium Spaghetti $2.97
'Orin*
for 99e

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Mr. Stone and find
out if a hearing aid will help

Michael Stone, BC-HIS

ttr

0.uky or Less Specials Available
Ask Server For Details

970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975
wow
Atreernen4
NOM "prop

blaming the lei:1.1,111%e leaders. Sabah!
said It this 1, true Demovrats nay win
!,• seal, in both the House and the
101 rp ,
Senate Ouill people are predic ting McConnell and Lunsford are capable of
spcmcling Itillholls on the election By the
end ot June. 'Mc( iinnell had raised about
SI S million .ind I unstord has shown in past
election led. Mat he is willing to spend at
least that much rt his personal wealth to get

More smoking bans debated here

I nial

e.

Mondai. September 19. 21110% • 3

Call today and schedule
your hearing test.

STONE-LANG CO.
Heating Rehabilitation

270-753-8055
or toll free 1-800-949-5728

210 South 12th Street • Murray

%lurra. Ledger & limes

4 • Monda., September 29. 21K04
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Free Health Fair for N1SU Faculty
and Staff will be held Tuesday

ladiesofilurtiv
11111110110111
The Ladies of the Murray
Countr, Club will have regular golf play on Wednesday at
9 am at the club
Pairings will he made at
the tee. All those interested in
playing are asked to attend.
Winners of the golf scramble played last week were as
follows:
Championship Flight - Ve
Severns. first, Linda Burgess.
second:
First Right - Jennifer
Crouse. first. Freda Steely. %M-

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

ond;

Second Right - Barbara
Gray. first. Marcia Beam, second.
Low putts for the day went
to Debbie Hixson.

Ladiesof theft's
Ladies of the Oaks Coon
tr. Club held a golf scramble
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m at
the club.
Shirley Wade. hostess, has
announced the following winners:
First place - Mary Alice
Smith. Edwina Bucy. Kitty
Steele and MeIonic Lowe;
Second place - Janet Kirk,
Kay Gupton, Dot Finch ad Carla
Stokes:
Third place - Patsy Woodall.
Melva Hatcher. JoAnne Auer
and Betty Hassell.
There was a tie between
second and third place and a
countback was held to determine the places
The Oaks Ladies Golf
Scramble will be held Wednesday. Oct I. due to the Rally
For The Cure Breast Cancer
Golf Tournament scheduled at
the club.

Photo provided

SCHOLARSHIPS GIVEN: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club presented
honculture scholarships to two Murray State University students, Erin Cathcart, second right.
and Dustin Blue not pictured Making the presentation were Judy Kelso, co-chair of the
department. left, and Marlene Beach. chairman of the scholarship committee, second left.
Pictured second right is Dr Pat Williams from the hontculture departmetn at MSU

Volunteers needed by WKAS for program
West Kentuck, Allied Ser- communities of Graves and Calvices. Inc.. a private non-prof- lowa, counties and in local
it Community Action Agenc, senior centers to help identify
operates the Senior Medicare deceptive health care practices.
Patrol Program for the purpose such as double billing., overof providing information to charging, or providing unnecseniors and/or caregivers about essary items to consumers.
SMP Volunteers also assist
Medicare issues.
The SMP program recruits individuals who are trying to
of
type
what
and teaches senior volunteers determine
and professionals such as doc- Medicare Part D policy they.
tors, nurses, accountants, inves- need within the enrollment peritigators. law enforcement per- od of Nov. IS through Dec.
sonnel, attorneys, teachers, and 31- yearly.
This is done by providing
others to help Medicare and
Medicaid beneficiaries become options to indniduals and letting them make the decision
better healthcare consumers.
Volunteers work in the two as to which polic, most meets

their needs. Some individuals
whose income is at povert, level
may be eligible for a subsidy
from the federal government
to pa, a major portion ot the
monthly premium. SMP volunteers can also provide options
and assist with recommending
which policy may he best for
them.
If you are interested, or
know someone who would
make a good volunteer for this
program. contact Tony Dowdy,
WKAS SMP Coordinator by
phone at either 1-800-294-2731
or by calling the WKAS Central office at (270) 247-4041.

84 Ilinerback Rd • Mamas its

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS * Ky 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Thesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Training will be Tuesday

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Girl Scout Unit will meet
Girl Scout Service Unit meeting will be tonight at 6:30 at
the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street. Fall product sales information will he distributed. For information call Kandee Huston at 753-1984.

To place an
ad call ------' MHS Class of 1978 holds reunion
753-1916 L9
Lii.;ER1)5Tp41Es
at Lake Barkley State Park

Phone (2701'44AM) • 1-80-211 5014

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Photo provided

by Annita Peeler
We've been on the road this week
We visited Mathis. Farms Apple
Orchard in Mayfield They served us
apple cider and then we all loaded up
with some delicious apples and apple
cider The next das Ethel made us a
wondedul fresh apple cake tor lunch
that we all really enjoyed
lenise and Ethel ha,been buss
leering pumpkins gourds corn and
mums to decorate OUT porch They
didn't think they 'd get it all in our san
hut 'where there .a will -- there s a
was It mas he 90 degrees outside
hut we are starting to look like tali
around here Ethel has also beer
doing sorts decorative painting on
our patios and porches
We played a new game thi• week
"elephardistis. Wc learned some
interesting tact, about elephants
know showed us pictures ot difterent
type,01 elephants and then we played
' word games We
some -elephant.
like trying difteteni games especially
something in the
learn
we
when
process
After our lull week at our county
fair, we've been exercising 3nd then
collapsing in our rockers on the front
porch We are loving the beautiful
cool mornings and evening.
We wish Debbie. Hargrove a speedy
recovery from her surgery We are
missing her and hope she', hack with
us real soon
Happy Birthday to Ms Pauline
Harms" And we also want to wish
two ot ivur staff Michelle Hicks and
Brenda Green a set, Harps
Birthdas '
....NotkIng 'kr looks or feels Like
bow hail we cower Hove

TOPS Chapter will meet

Heart Walk team of City of Murray employees will have a
rebate day and night all day Wednesday at the Big Apple
Cafe. Customers are asked to tell the cashier or server they
are there for the team.

Pictured are members of Murray High School Class of 1978 at their 30-year reunion

Retirement Center

Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits on Tuesday and •
Wednesday from 9:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Unemployment
office at 319. S. 7th St.. Mayfield, and on Thursday from 9:45
a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Dr..
Paducah, Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veteran, Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments. call 1-877-812-0840 or email mnald.mcclurekfly.gm. Walk-ins will he assisted as time
penntrs.

Heart Walk team plans promotion

The KenIke ladies Golf
League met Wednesday at the
Bill Hamrick Memorial C if
Course at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Thirteen ladies were present for golf play.
Winners were Lisa Toon,
Kay Norman and Joan Wardinski with a score of 31.
Janet Hamm won closest to
the pin on hole #4.
Interested lady golfers are
invited to come and play with
the group on Wednesday at 9
a.m . at the Kenlake Golf course.

IIAPPIE11111111111

Assistance for veterans given

An in,nation has been extended for parents to attend the
District Wide Parent Volunteer Training for the 2008-09 school •
year on Tuesday at 9 a.m. or 6 p.m at the Calloway Coont, Middle School. Topics will include school safety, confidentiality and school policies. Anyone who missed training a: an individual school is urged to attend. Training is required to
volunteer at any county school.

lisaiiikeLadies
Golf

Hickory Woods

Murray State Universitt will hold a Free
Health Fair for F*cults and Staff on
Wednesda, from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the ('arr Health North gym.
Screenings will include prostate spot-Ilk
antigen. diabetes. hods composition. hearing. grip strength blood pressure and more.
('holesterwl screenings require a 12-hour fa.st.
Spouses are welcome. For more informae-mail
or
809-644s3
call
tion
amelia.doddlp murraystate.edu.

Murray High School Class
of 1978 held its 30 year reunion
on July 26 at Lake Barkley.
State Resort Park.
Numerous activities were
scheduled along with other
events at the park.
Attending were the following:
Tommy Shown. Shaun Baker
Barrow. DeAnn Thornton Barnett. Susan Campbell Under-

wood, Terri McCord Benton,
Janet Smith Henley. Lisa Hopkins Betts. Dwain Hampton,
Bob Thurman. Tammy Rice.
Tressa Brewer Ross. Marilyn
Howard Stevens. Donna Bailey Park. Laura Shinners Winter. Jill Austin Shuler.
Bill Davd Wilson. ancann
Turner. Jimmy irby. Tim Giles,
Cindy Vance. Shara Toon Olivier, Michael Russell. Danny

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. at the high school band room.

Primary Care plans promotion

Thompson. Gregg Garland,
Kent Harmon. Claude Johnson. Becky West Wynn. Denise
Ray Paige.
Alisa Foster Walls. Renee
Grogan Goode. Lori Brandon
Sweeney. Karen Thompson
Evans, Doug Cratton. Gina
Jones Gream, Lori Rushing,
Chip Furches, Phillip Jones.
Frank Gilliam, Mike Utle. and
Greg Garfield.

Pnmar, Care Medical Center Team for Relay for Life has
cookbooks for sale with proceeds to the team. They are available at Primary Care or call Wend, Joyce at 759-9200.

Donations for needs being taken
Due to the widespread damage,and losses throughout Western Kentucky. Community Financial Sees ices Bank is setting
up emergency accounts and placing drop boxes at each of the
bank's locations in Calloway, Marshall and McCracken Counties to collect money and food for families in need. Contributions and foods collected in Calloway County will go to
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County: in Marshall County. to Marshall Count, Caring and Needline: in McCracken
County to Paducah Cooperative Ministry

Tiger Alert issued by center

2S1LLERGY &C4THINIA
CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Richard H. Stout, M.D., P.S.C.
Asthma Haytever • Sinusitis • Cough•Insect Sting • indoor Pontine-Skin Allergy • Food Alters!) • Other Allergic Disorders "
NEVY PATIENTS WELCOME • CHILDREN AND ADULTS
••••

"Get Tested!
Get Treated!
Get Better!"

1-800-765-5551
Office Locations:
Murray, KY • Paris, TN • Union City, TN

A Tiger Alert for a single mother with three children is in
need of a used car in good running condition hs been issued.
Anyone having a car to donate ma, contact Murray Family
Resource Youth Center at 759-9592:
I

Angel Alert issued by center
An angel alert for mattresses for twin beds has been made
bv the Calloway. Count, Family Resource Center. Several families have expressed a need for these. Anyone having any to
donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

CCHS Class of 1968 plans reunion
Calloway Count, High School Class of 1968 will have its
40-year reunion on Saturday. NON' 29. I Saturday after Thanksgiving) from 7 p.m to midnight at the Murray' Countr, Club
Class members are asked to contact Susan Cunningham at
293-2555 or by e-mail at susancunningham(#marykay.corn or
Shirley Bazzell Burgess at 293-5390 or by- -e-mail at
shurgessWrwk.net in order to update personal information.

Old Salem Cemetery needs funds
Old Salem Cemeter, is in need of funds for the maintenance. Persons may send their donations for the maintenance
of the cemetery to Stan Downs. 1385 A.B Lassiter Rd.. Murray. KY 42071 or call 753-1718 for more information.

Bazzell Cemetery needs funds
Ba7.7ell Cemeter, is in need of funds tor the maintenance
of the cemetery. Persons may send donations to Willis Sanders,
8224 Si Rt. 121 North. Murray. KY 42071
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Robert Farley 92. Coach Estates, Murray. died Sunday, Sept 2ri.
2008. at 5:32 a.m at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah
He retired from the United States Air Force and
was a World War II veteran of Army and Air Force
He was a member of First Baptist Church and the
Barac.a Sunday School Class. 1.H Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements

lh

Marcia Lynn Fielder
Marcia Lynn Fielder, 52, Woodlawn Street. Murray. died
Saturday. Sept 27. 2008. at 5 p.m at the home of her mother. Jo
Fielder
She was a member of First United Methodist Church. Murray.
and was horn March 14, 1956. in Murray. Her father. George
Fielder. preceded her in death. Survivors include her mother. Mrs
Fielder, and one son. Drew Fielder, both of Murray. and one brother. Drew Fielder. Antioch, Tenn 1 H Churchill Funeral Home is in
sharge of arrangements

OBIT! ARIES / NATIONAL
Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Lickliter
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Lickliter will be today
Monday 1 at 2 p.m in the chapel of Hopper Funeral Home.
Barbour-stile Bunal will follow in the Hendrickson Cemetery at
Davis Bend in Knox County.
Mrs. Lickliter. 95, Milan. Tenn died Friday. Sept. 26, 2008. at
NHC Healthcare. Milan
Preceding her in death were her husband. Ernest 'Thomas
Lickliter. to whom she had been marned for 62 years: one son.
Franklin Douglas Lickliter, one sister. Alice Patterson, one brother,
Ernest Marion Hendrickson Born April 25. 1913. she was the
daughter of the late William Hendrickson and Polly Bays
Hendnckson Davis.
Survivors include one daughter. Lou Ann Philpot and husband.
Lawrence. Murray. Ky.. two sons. Neal Raymond Lickliter and wife,
Ruth, Indian Trail, NC.. and William Paul Lickliter and wife.
Shelley. East Ridge. Tenn., eight grandchildren. Dr. Tim Philpot.
Lisa Baughman. Jeffrey Lickliter. Joel Lickliter. Elizabeth Ann
Wilde. Jacob Lickliter. Emily Gannany. and John Lickliter: 17 greatgrandchildren

Mrs. Lovell. Oglesby
Mrs. Lovelle Oglesby.. 76, Almo. died Saturday. Sept. 27, 2008, George C. Cab
Private services for George C. Cain were conducted J.H.
at 11:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital She was a memChurchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements Mr. Cam,
ber of Independence United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Henry Oglesby Jr., one 69, Hurt Drive. Murray. died Friday, Sept. 26, 2008, at 6:32 p.m. at
sister. Estelle Peeler: one stepgranddaughter. Amanda Walker Born Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Aug. 4. 1932, she was the daughter of the late Keine Peeler and
Lucille Hill Peeler.
Survivors include one daughter. Pam Walker and husband, Jerry
Don, .klmo: two brothers. Leland H. Peeler and wife. Dixie, and
Charles A. Peeler and wife. Annita, and one sister-in-law, Evelyn
Butterworth and wife. Pat, all of Murray: several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Imes given
HARTFORD. Conn I AP)- have
Miller Funeral Horne Rev. Linda McKnight and Rev. Kendrick
Paul Newman broached the sub- more than S250
Memorial
Murray
follow
the
will
in
Burial
will
Lewis
officiate.
ject of his philanthropic legacy million to charGarders. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. several years ago while fishing ity over the
today (Monday). Online condolences may be made to with friends Robert Forrester years.
Last
www.imesmillercom. Expressions of sympathy may be made to and David Horvitz off the Outer year. S28 million from the
McDaniel Cemetery or Independence United Methodist Church. Banks of North Carolina.
Even though he was a sale of pasta
204 Radio Rd.. Aline, KY 42020.
Hollywood icon - a 10-time sauces, salad
nominee dressings, popAward
Academy
Mrs. Jimmie Doris Vied Greer
known for his performances in corn and other
Newnan
NI' Jimmis Doris Vied Greer. 79, Alino, died Sunday. Sept. 28. such classic films as -Cool Hand products was
2008. at I a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a Luke- and "Butch Cassidy and distributed to a variety of social
member of West Fork Baptist Church where she the Sundance Kid"- it was a causes, including the Safe Water
Newman
served as a Sunday School teacher and was a mem- rare moment in which Newman Network. which
ber of the Woman's Missionary Union. She was reflected on how he would he helped start to provide safe
remembered after his death. drinking water to impoverished
also a volunteer for Life House of Murray_
communities in places like India
recalled Sunday.
Preceding her in death were her husband. tames Horvitz
"Most of the ume he didn't and AAfrica.
and
Sample
lene
sisters.
two
Fay
Clint Greer;
Until two years ago. Newman
think about legacy,- he said. -He
Rachel Cardwell: one brother. Leroy Vied_ Born was pretty much in the had the task of personally disApril 17, 1929. she was the daughter of the late
tnbuting the company's profits.
But Newman, who died But Forrester helped Newman
Chester Vied and Melville Vied.
Survivors include five sons, Tommy Greer and Friday of cancer at age 83. told set up a private, independent
Greer
as
known
wife, Kay, Kenneth Greer and wife. Luna. Charles the men he wanted to be remem- foundation.
Newman's Own Foundation, to
Wall"
the
in
"Hole
the
for
bered
friend.
and
Greer
Greer, Jimmy Greer and wife. Peggy, and Donald
camps he helped to start across carry on the work without
Trish: three daughters. Patty Hams and husband. Rick. Margaret the world for children with life- Newman.
V(Isehart and husband. Ronald. and Jane Lamb and husband_ Steve: threatening illnesses and to
"Really. everything is in great
one sister, Betty Phelps, four Umbels. Cbestet (Junior 1, Jerry, make sure that 100 percent of shape.- Forrester said of the
George anti Harold Vied, all of Murray: 17 grandchildren: five the profits from his popular food foundation and the company.
company. Newman's Own, after Newman's death.
great-grandchildren .
"He said. 'When I'm not
The funeral will he Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill- would continue to benefit such
and thousands of other here, this foundation is to conImes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Hal Shipley and Re.. Matthew. camps
tinue the tradition of giving all
charities.
Williams will officiate Banal will follow in the Spring Creek
Horvitz is chairman of the of this money away.- said
Cemetery.
Association of Hole in the Wall Forrester, the foundation's vice
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today. Camps. which has II camps chairman.
to across the globe. Newman told
made
be
may
Forrester joked how such
condolences
Online
t.
(Monday.
part of
wasn't
him that he had been lucky in planning
WWW.1MCSMiiler.corn.
A sign
nature.
Newman's
blue
piercing
with
born
life,
Baptist
Kentucky
to
made
be
may
Expressions of sympathy
and gift for acting, and how famously hangs in Newman's
Children's Home. P.O Box 1429. Mt. Washington, KY 40047-1429: eyes
it was unfair that so many inno- Vvestport, Conn., offices that
Life House Care Center, 602 Poplar St.. Murray. KY 42071 or The
cent children were unlucky. to reads. "If I had a plan I would be
Gideons of Murray. P.O. Box 931. Murray. KY 42071.
have been burdened with devas- screwed.- New-man welcomed
tating diseases such as AIDS or the opinions of others as he par.
suedthe business and his philanleukemia.
Osbert(Bob) L Remisipb
Forrester
efforts.
-He felt a need and an obliga- thropic
Rotten (Bob I E. Randolph. 84. Fern Terrace Lodge. Murray, died
tion to try to give back.- Horvitz explained how the actor
Saturday. Sept. 27.2008. at 5:15 a.m. at Fern Terrace.
believed in the benefit of "creBefore retiring, he owned and operated Bob's T.V. Service in said.
"He loved the camps. He ative chaos.- where, as in a
Murray. He was of Baptist faith and was an Army
loved being there. He loved movie set, different people offer
veteran of World War II. One brother. Bill Randolph. being with the kids,- he added. ideas about how a scene should
preceded him in death. Born April 26, 1924, in Pope "He loved their smiles and their be handled.
County. Ill.. he was the son of the late Elmer R
"That was Paul's enduring
laughter"
In 1982. Newman and writer philosophy, and it worked."
Randolph arid Ethel Rigor Randolph Reset.
started Forrester said. -It sounds awful.
Hotchner
Survivors include three sons. Michael Randolph and Steve A.E.
but it was part of Paul saying
market
to
Own
Newman's
two
California:
Randolph.
Robert
and
Randolph. both of Murray.
Newman's original oil-and- everybody had a voice.- At
sisters, Novels Larson. Winchester. Ill.. and Wanda Crabb,
-ester's request. Newman
vinegar dressing. It began as a Fort
Golconda, Ill.: one brother, James (Pud I Randolph. Golconda: five poke and grew into a multimil- came up with what he wanted
grandchildren. Shanna. Elissa. Sabrina. Chance and Jordyn lion-dollar business.
the Newman's Own company --Randolph, two great-grandchildren.
New-man and the foundation he hated the word -brand- - - to
A private graveside service will be at Sulphur Springs Cemetery. funded by his food company stand for.
Golconda. Ill. Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday. Expressions of sympathy may he made to
WATCH. 702 Main St.. Murray. KY 42071.

Newman planned
charitable legacy

'1m
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Mrs. hank Walston Blankenship
A pnvate graveside service tor Mrs. Jewelle Walston
Blankenship was held Sunday at Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev.
E.F. Clere officiated. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.yorictuneralhomc.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angels Attic Thrift
Shop. 972 Chestnut St.. Murray. KY 42071 or Alzheimer's
Association, Greater Kentucky Chapter. Kaden Tower. 6100
Dutchman'. Ln.. Suite 4401. Louisville. KY 40205-3284,
Mrs. Blankenship, 83, Murray. died Thursday. Sept. 25. 2008, at
12:38 p.m at Lansing Hospital, Lansing, Mich
She was mamed July 25. 1942. to Will Rob Walsttm. who died
Oct. 1, 1987. Born No'. 4. 1924, in Stewart County. Tenn.. she was
the daughter of the late Othello Hicks and Anna King Hopkins. She
was a member of Flint Baptist Church And a former president of
Dexter Homemakers Club
Survivors include her husband. Thomas B. Blankenship: one
daughter. Shae Beggrow and husband. Steve. Dickson. Tenn., one
son. Will Rob (ScoopertWalston Jr. and wife. Monica, Murray: one
stepdaughter. Denise Elsie and husband. Jim. Clarksville, Mich.:
one stepson. Mike Blankenship and wife. Vickie. Dew-in. Mich .
four grandchildren. Laura Kauffman. Chnsta Cox. Holly Mack and
Heather Broadway. 11 stepgrandshildren: five great-grandchildren.
nine stepgreat-grandchildren .
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Protesting pastors back
candidates from the pulpit
WEST BEND. W'is. (API
Pastor Luke Emrich prepared his
sermon this week knowing his
remark'. could Invite an investigation by the Internal Re.enue
Service. But that was the whole
point, so Emrich forged ahead
with his message Thou shalt
vote according to the Scnptures
"I'm telling you straight up. I
would choose life.- Enmich told
about 100 worshippers Sunday
at New Life Church. a nondenominational evangelical congregation about 4(1 miles from
Milwaukee
"I would cast a sore for John
McCain and Sarah Palm," he
said. "But friends, it's your
choice to make, it's not my
choice. I won't he in the voting
booth with you'
All told. 33 pastors in 22
states were to make pointed recommendations about political
candidates Sunday. an effort
orchestrated by the Anzonabased Alliance Defense Fund.
The conservative legal group
plans to send copies of the pastors' sermons to the IRS with
hope of setting off a legal fight
and abolishing restrictions on
church involvement in politics.
Critics call it unnecessary, divisive and unlikely to succeed.
Congress amended the tax
code in 1954 to state that certain
nonprofit groups. including secular charities and places of worship, can lose their tax-exempt
status for intervening in a campaign involving candidates.
Erik Stanley. senior legal
counsel for the Alliance Defense
Fund, said hundreds of churches
volunteered to take part in
Sunday
"Pulpit Freedom
Thirty-three were chosen, in part
foi "strategic criteria related to
litigation- Stanley wouldn't discuss.
of
Hice
Jody
Pastor
Bethlehem Baptist Church in
Bethlehem. Ga., said in an interview Sunday that his sermon
compared Democrat Barack
Obama and Republican John
McCain on abortion and gay
marriage and concluded that
McCain -holds more to a biblical world view."
He said he urged the
Southern Baptist congregation
to vote for McCain.
"The basic thrust was this
was not a matter of endorsing,
it's a First Amendment issue.Hice said. -To say the church
can't deal with moral and soctetal issues if it enters into the
political arena is just wrong. it's
unconsututional"
At the independent Fairview
Baptist Church in Edmond.
Okia.. pastor Paul Blair said he
told his congregation. "As a
Christian and as an American
citizen, 1 wiii be voting for John
McCain."
"It's absolutely vital to proclaim the truth and not be afraid
to proclaim the truth from our
pulpit." Blair said in an interview.
Because the pastors were
speaking in their (Arr.:fa! capacity as clergy, the sermons are
clear violations of IRS rules,
said Robert Tuttle, a professor of
law and religion at George
Washington University. But
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even if the IRS nses its the hail
and et legal fight ensues. Tuttle
said there's "virtually nc
chance" courts will strike down
the prohibition
"The government is Allowed,
as long ••• it has a reasonable
basis for doing it, to treat political And nonpolitical speech differently. and that's essentially
what it's done here.- Tuttle said
Not all the sermons came on
AS planned Bishop Robert Smith
Sr of V(ord of Outreach Center
in Little Rock said he had to
postpone until next week
because of a missed flight
Smith, a delegate to this month,
National
Republican
C'onyention. declined to say
whom he would endorse.
Promotional matenals for the
initiati.e said each pastor would
prepare the sermon with "legal
assistance of the ADE to ensure
maximum cffectiseness in challenging the IRS"
Stanley said the pastors alone_
wrote the sermons, with the
framework that they be "a biblical evaluation of the candidates
for office with a specific recommendation.- That could be a
flat-out endorsement or opposition to one or both candidates,
he said
The legal group declined to
release a list of participants in
advance. clung concerns about
potential disruptions at services.
.A list and excerpts from sermons
will be made public early this
week, with the delay necessary
for lawyers to review the material. the group said.
Under the IRS code, places of
worship can distribute voter
guides, run nonpartisan voter
registration drives and hold
forums on issues, among other
things. However, they cannot
endorse a candidate, and their
political activity cannot he
biased for or against a candidate.
directly or indirectly - - a sometimes murky line.
The IRS said in a statement it
is aware of Sunday's initiative
and "will monitor the situation
and take action as appropriate."
The agency has stepped up
osersight of political activity in
churches in recent years after
receiving a fluny of complaints
from the 2004 campaign. The
IRS reported issuing written
advisones against 42 churches
for improper politically activity
in 2004.
The ban on churches intervening in candidate campaigns
survived a court challenge when
a U.S. appellate court upheld the
revocation of tax-exempt status
of a New York church that took
out a newspaper ad urging
Chnsuans to VOW against Bill
Clinton in the 1992 presidential
election.
Opposition to Sunday's sermon Initiative was widespread.
A United Church of Christ minister in Ohio rallied other religious leaders to file a complain(
with the IRS.
Roman Catholic Archbishop
John Fasalora of Miami wrote
that the archdiocese abides by
IRS rules in pan because "we
can do a lot for our communities
with the money we save by
being tax-exempt."
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Need To Sell Your Car,
Truck or SVV?

Op

Patient Servlce Technician needed for the
areas *1 Home Medical Equipment Company.
Must be dependable Experience is a plus
Requirements include on calf oelivery set-ui

Alb

and

Up To 20 Words
$ 1 3.25 Oa. Day
$3.60 Each
Additiaaal Day
•IL,414'Individual Sales Oaty•

2004 GMC, dark blue.
grey: interior V-8. PW.
PB. one-owner good
conditon. low miles,
garage kept. Cat GOOC000

41011.0411444067`i-i''
.
CALLOWAY GardensEssex Downs Apts
now taking Nils for
roof replacement Call
for more information
r270)753-8556

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone cells.

IF you're a sales professional with a desire
to :eons in the booming
improvement
home
industry. Sears Home
CRESH jumbo shrimp
Harvest Sat 9/27 Sun Improvement Products
has the opportunity for
9/28 510 per 10 lo
youl We offer industry
place order call
leading benefits, pre270-862-2701
qualrfied leads. training
THE Murray Ledger 8
and
Incentives
&
Its
Yeses
ecalsrclers
always promote from
_Source% relalble las inacwithin, Top performers
occur
do
curacies
et this region earned
Readers roung ens inforan average of $113K"
rnetton Oo so at inew own
For immediate constdnsk Aabough persons and
mentioned
companies
oration, please con-herein are believed to be
mot(sencl your resume
The Murray
_reputable
to Rob Biswurm at
Ledger S, 7rnes nor am
or its employees accept Phone 800-530-4160
Fax. 407-551-7120 or
any responsitsety whatsoEmail Rbeswutisearsever for thee activities
When
s.cling.com
resume.
emailing
please indicate -SHIP
Resume Submission"
in the subrect line
'Based on regional
Get in on the 25
average for top 10
appointment special
Sales Representatives
and save big mooe)! with at least 1 year of
M/F/DIV
service
EOE We utilize drug
Call 226-9136
testing & criminal backOffer ends saw
ground checks as a
MSU Student Discount condition of employment
With 1.D.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. full-time, training provided. must be
Last lad Farad
dependable.
Pay
hourly rate and bonusCalico kitten found in
es Apply in person:
Murray Wal-Mart parkSign/nesters. 8503 US
ing lot weanng a yelHwy 68 East. Benton
low collar with bell
(Fail-dealing)
Very fnencily (270)
insurance
LOCAL
978-2607
office has an opening
for an entry-level staff
position. If you are
pleasant. personable.
career-minded, ambiCOOS, a self-starter with
.
Mayfield. Muria,
habits,
work
good
Pali. Beni:.
please apply at 707
For
South 12th. Suite A.
NO
KY
ir Assembly/Sales
Murray.
PHONE CALLS'
(u‘tomer Service
• Manager Trainees
NAVY Reserve
Serve one weekend
!us
1,....11.1
per month and two
,Tenmr• ,or IF hod
weeks per year right in
Orprndahle
ot.riorg
r‘prrien.r
hometown
P.Sic
your
Receive up to 520.000
Cal Nat. WI kr lollervie.
enlisted bonus. HS
2714,431-2104
or 2,11.73111.11411
grads up to age 38 aria
have no prior military
service Call 1 -900- 777DISCLAIMER
NAVY
hcn accc•una the

PROFESSIONAL
Field Representative
wanted for Murray
area, no experience
required Excellent
training program, sales
track. income potential, and benefits for
those who qualify
Woodmen of the
World Lib Insurance
Society, Omaha,
Nebraska Resumes to
1710 SR121 N. Suite
F, Murray. KY 42071
or call 753-4382
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Macs2ge Place
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NOW toeing applications for all positions
and all shtfts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
Si, Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
TEACHER needed for
class of 3 year olds
school
2008-2009
year Kingdom Kids
Learning
Center
Preschool Westside
Baptist Church. 207
Road
Robertson
South Tuesdays &
Thursdays (Mondays
optional) For more
Call
information
Director Dorothy K
Rogers. 270-753-8240
or 270-227-1647

Housecleaning
270 759-9553

18- cu. ft freezer on
bottom. GE, *tee. 2
years old. $300.
753-9848. 227-9355
LARGE
SELECTION
'USED APPLIANCES

Housekeeper for all
your needs Please
call for an appointment.(731)782-3949
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

for sale
condition

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

I

Mai le Om

ANTIQUES Call Larry
7s3-3A33
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors Also haul
436-5235, 227-6004
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
Good used treadmill or
elleplical Cal
753-1527 after 5prn

AMOS
FOr Sib

.2orms.
"Slie
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110..

59411
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PUMPKIN PATCH
•
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SI.BSCRIBE
TOOfl
753-1916

United rtiN
Way
Whet Matters

F
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 753-0317
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Hear Ferrilents

1515 Sycamore Apr 4
2 bed, 1 bath, new
carpet & vinyl. $300
per month.
(270)759-4081
2 BR all applianciincluding wid and disr
759-588'
wasner.
293-7085.
2 BR. 1 BA. newly
remodeled, no pets. all
appliances furnished
$525 plus deposit
293-6430
2 BR 2 BA apartment
$500 per month
293-5423
2 BR. 2 BA duplex.
very nice with many
exbas. Beautiful moldings and decor Nice
shrubbery, flowers and
trees. House garage
with opener. nice patio
with hail covered top.
all appliances furnished 902A N 20th
No pets_ $650
753-5344.
Appliances. 1304
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259

(270) 7531713
I

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Malin St.
(270)7S1-71153
TOP quality'
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

1994 16x80 on one
acre mil 7 miles from
Murray. near airport
532.500 ph
293-9209. 227-5616
1998 Fairmont 16x80,
vinyl siding, northern
insulated, nice, we
set-up.(270)489-2525
2 BR & lot $10,500
000 753-6012
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available. you can
qualify for $0 down
for
FREE
Call
APPROVAL
731-584-9429.
OWNER Finance
2(05 24x56. 3 by. 2 ba
$3.950 clown. $649
ma 102 Gilbert St
Hazel Bonnie Byerly
Broker 752-0729

1 BR apt. venous lacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Pokey Pay /00% 01
the Deductibles,

Limousines & Vain

an.'

261R 'IBA duplex

WARD ELKINS

INSURANCE

Alt.,CeD's iabrttg

2BR duplex, nice,
CAVA, appliances furnished. Various boatons Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3E3R apartments
available Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905
2BA. garage
28R
apartment, newly decreferences
orated,
required, tended parking, no pets. $425 per
month. 753-3949
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel. All new
appliances provided
including w'cl. Super
nice with large deck_
Water. sewer, trash
and all electric includplus
5550/mo
ed
No lease
deposit
required No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211
Cornerstone
Resit) & Rental
Rental Peopertv &
Property Management
SCINICes available
Call 761-7355
are lamersamaeaky cum
DUPLEXES for rent.
All appliances
Included.
767-99411

LARGE

1 BR apartment 5 miles south of
all utilities
Murray
$410/mo
included
Call 753-0859 or 7535214 No pets
newly
large
NICE
remodeled 28R. IBA.
no pets $500 per
month plus deposit
293-1924

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

laM11-31111 Mara
I 41011-3(14737.

liana,. al 43/71
303111•1
47:11,

Al Omura Trawpwlalaw •Aarpart Armor • tnldbe 1)nwn

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pin" Si c24 on Part A. 4135 on
Part H Call me for more information

,

Fix Rua

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated_
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567:

&chum. I
_J

Computer
excellent
753-8630

medical

Midas
For Sale

&TIMES

Kap Waillad

durable

are available at 905 Arcadia Circle, Murray

LEDGER
1001 Whttrielt Ave.•753-1916

Leal
SAW

of

respiratory equipment in the home eneronmerr
.
Full time with benefits available Applicatiorr,

Mt RRA1

i
Aliff4r.

education

Caaspfete Formal Wear Heaelassarares

FREE HELP Di CLAIM FILING POSI MY CLAMS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

-- PREPLANNING
Da;I a• Willoughhu
Pre-Arrangement Spr.laltst
Avoid inflationary cost.

8 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES
Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

1111

Stephens or %shies Mirrris
al 7,'-l91Fs

,irof pitto i, s iitir .1d lildaV!

Lock in pnce. single pay or
parment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Appriwed

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
221 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
,/can<
'Ktrre
,
Trrlf takit

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Rehdest ServiiCia /1/1
Ai Wee

al1400485.6033j
Wilammarsamaraues

Ca91111929:24 Prep. For aura

Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co on campus, newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.

NICE 2 BR duplex apt
Northwood Dr
on
5475. 270-753-5992.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply- at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nortnwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

home
EXECUTIVE
construction,
New
4BR. 3 Bath Premier
Lease
Subdivision.
requireo 293-8919

Stomp Renton

753-9600,
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

All sizes to

our needs
ne'
Located by
59 759-9854
1..% Er eplUe
POilee•J‘e.t
Ckelfar.are, r2.51.1.66r.

ass For Rent

1515 Sycamore. 3 bed
1 bath, garage. new
stove, refrig. heat
pump & insulation
month
per
$475
(2701759-4081
2 BR, 1 RA newly
remodeled. nice yard
711 Payne St $475
monthly No pets
270-293-3710
2 BR, 1 BA, 2 car
garage. large yard.
partially fenced. $550
and
security
plus
lease 978-7441
2 or 3 BR houfes near
Murray
downtown
753-4109
3 BR. very
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice

For Sib Or Lases
Beautiful location a
105 N. 6th St for office
spaces. salon ect..
$3.500
4,125sq ft
monthly. Call 270-8360717 or 753-6944

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(2701753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. SA-F

1850 St Rt 121S
.12071
270-753-5562

Murray KY

J&L RENTALS
MINI-.STORAGE
7211 S. 4TH ST.
(wow at 121 S. Gleaide.

111:15 $49
U701436-2524

IOX le f25

rei 293-69011
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or: 753 7536

2-bay shop w/office
all utilities paid
293-6430

$675

One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
ALcepting Application,

6
(Hike Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•EoNaAc.

Canine Couture
Check out new arrivals
Gounnet treats
handcrafted oog Jewelry fall mdse sweaters
& Halloween
Costumes
603 Main St

Chsckusonthi
GET INTO
!1E GAME
Subscribefor all sour hometown football action.'

LeRAIRsinins
Home Delivery
3 me.-SAM
6 Ma.-95ILIM

270-753-1916

*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

733-3853

Callamel

I yr.-SINAI
Kest of KY/TN

\
Call us we well be
glad to help
Murray Ledger & T,mes

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

male
yr
old
2
Bullmastiffs, bnndle,
with
broke
house
papers. 270-748-5307

G&C

STORAGE and

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

ille

OFFICE Of retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905
293-1480
Office space for rent
370 sq.a. SW of Court
$200 per
Square
month, utilities includ
ad 753-5411
STORAGE 6-Jading
40540 gas heat. insulated. located 406 1/2
Suntory Circle Murray
$300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

F rogso radio dation

7

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Sate & clean
'We soil boxes(
•We rent U-Hauts.

Pryer. I. Ire hams,

Al Other Mali
Salmettplioas

3 mo.-479.50 3os.--$75.01
6
6 ore.
1 y r.-SIAN 1 yz
HLll
Meek

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Patrant,

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St .\:1(1r:••:
City_
Zip

State
Davnme Ph

with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times

Mail this coupon

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916
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Calhoon Construction,tic

HISTORICAL HOME AUCTION
Saturday October 4th, 2008 @ 10:00 AM
LOCATION 1108 Main St Murray, KY Follow U.S 641 To Hwy.
94/Main Si Take Hwy 94 East/Maui St Proceed to Auction Site Seers
Posted,'

September 29. 21008 • 7

REDUCED'
LAKE house Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage water
front lot writ, trees
storage shed floating
boat dock concrete
boat ramp
W413.500 00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

Licensed
and Insured

FREE
Estimates

pREEAARDVARK
Constucbon Roofing.
hauling,
parnling.
tram wags a yerds.
30+years.
270-474-0782.
Cell 270-978-6609

6-51"ateS

Additions Drywall Painting, Windows
Roofing Decks Sun Rooms
Screen Porches Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
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1998 Ford Escort ZX2
automatic, air condibon, $2,400
(270)530-0281

1994 Ford Ranger ext.
cab. vI6 5 Sc. 52.500.
759-1643

a

LOCATION: Old Salem Rd. Murray. KY
From Murray: At The Court Square Take 4th St./Hwy. 121 South ; I
Miles To Old Salem Rd Proceed 'To Auction Site Signs Posted!!!
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GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY LANE)
WITH MAJORITY ALREADY
FENCED!
LOCATED JUST SOUTH OF
MUMMY.KY
REAL ESTATE TRACTS.Tract 100.791 Acres Tract 2. 1.333 Acres Tract
• 11 143 Acres With A Large Metal Bane llract 4* A Nice Log Cabin With
Metal Roof Selling Separate From The Land,
SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE TO THE HIGHEST RIDDEN!!!
Real Estate Sells Al SAM PM.Amass Held Os Site.
Call For More Information or Visit www harrisauctionscorn
Co-Broker. Grey's Properties Murray. KY Judy Denton, Agent
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(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
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Hams For Sake
Beautiful T.W.H. 15-3
Sorrel gentle. ready to
go Registered 13
years old. $1.250
753-5344

ARE you interested in
trading your home
Call Campbell Really
today 759-8780
Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law

Waterfront
Kentucky Lake
618 939-0263

lot

Contracts, Dads
Titles, Clods.
/61-45511
fregtayIortaw.

Lots For Sne
Beautiful 5 acre lot for
sale 1 Mile west of
Murray 559.500 Cal
293-0371
&tic

HMIS

For We

-OWNER Finance No
credit oiled( 3 BR. 2
Ba completely remodeled 127 Tea Rose,
New Concord $1.500
down $575 per month
Call Ruthie at
753-2222.
3 BR, 2 BA west of
Murray. 3/4 acre
$128.000 obo
293-2269 435-4140

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753

140\1 114 ‘‘

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawn, shrubs,
tilling,
bushogging,
leaves. act. 978-0543.
436-5277 after 6pm.
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting. he it's repairs.
No job too small.
Gladly serving the
iakes area. 436-2228.

s 11 I s & sl' It% It I

1994 siratos 270 and
trailer, great shape
lots of extras 56.995
obo 293-6860
6
Services 011artiC

436,2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleantng, hauling. etc
Insured.
Since 1986
24 swum saavica
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00.
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

ALL Carpentry
Construction
'Homes •Remcc
• Decks •ScreeneJ
Porches 'Garages
"Rotten
'Sagging
Floors 'Termite
Damage 'Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

4,44
'

WOODALL
Companies Rooting
itiscensed 'Bonded
•insured
Free Estimates
(270)871-0195

J',ES
ROOFING

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs Storm clean-up
and repair 293-5438

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring,
. Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfactren guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611

•

• 114 •

FOR all you roofing.
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers Is
sources reliable but
do
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray Ledger 8
Times, nor any of its
accapt
employees
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service Free estimates. Phone
436-2562 227-0267

Need to promote your
- business or sellyour house'?
Get this 2x2 ad for S300.a
month- Includes picture
logo and _ad info
JF,Regular pince S128 90 a week
Yrtur chifiuce of black, grey or
white background
' Classified Dept 753-1916

55, F7sofekNitlikti4 '
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ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION iiiiicose
B1 RTHDA1'
HAPPY

for rent
of Court
!00 per
is includ-

Lionsed stwAracter

270-753-2279

Hill Electric
Wed Timis

Rooting Co
Sat pours alp.

(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

Rick thanath, - 270.752.641416
14.410.. 11 U.& cou%nit( I St

Alt:lodge & McCuiston

Hamilton Granite
&L *Matitle
3301 St. RI 121N.
753-8087
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Pa% 412
FANTASTIC LOCATION IN MURRAY, KY! CLOSE TO RESTAURANTS, 2004 Suzuki 400 4
SHOPPING & MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY!
wheeler like new, very
COME PURCHASE A PIECE OF MURRAY'S HISTORY'
low hours $3,000
REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE
2004 Yamaha Bruin 30
REAL ESTATE: A Fabulous Historical • - 5952 Total Sq Ft 5 BC, /" 3 4-wheeter, good cond
Full Bath. 2 Halt Bath Home Vieth A Finished Basement Home F ere,,res
bon. very low ours
Living Room, Family Room, Kitchen With Breakfast Area. Formal Dining
82.200. 731-676-1985
Room. Study. Great Room. 8 Utility Room Other Intenor Features Include
Magnificent Woodwork Throughout. Beautiful Hardwood Floors Buift-In 2000 Yamaha 1100
Bookshelves. Ceramic Tile. Humidifier Security System. Whirlpool Tub, 2 VStar $3,500.
Gas Log Fireplaces, Central Heat 8 Air. & Attic Storage Exterior Features 753-3108
Include A Carriage House With An Immaculate Workshop. Functioning
Apartment 8 3 Car Garage, Exterior Lights, Court Yard. Patio Privacy
We Pets
Fenced Yard. & Paved Driveway The Home is Srtuated Or A Nice 250x 103
Lot With Several Shade Trees
HANDMADE CLOCKS: 10 Ft Walnut 'Murree' Grandfather Clock wr
Double Glass Doors, Handmade Brass Stars, & Hermle Black Forrest
Clockworks (Architectural Design Is Based On Many
14 15 16 inch
Murray. KY Buildings. Including Courthouse & Murray
State University), Walnut *Jackson Purchase' Clock
Starling at S20
Made ire Hermle Black Forrest Clockworks, Triple
inn inIncl
Movement 8 Handmade Brass Stars (Ail Wood Used
Was Local), Cherry Replica 'Robert E. Lee' Clock vir
Call 753-5606
Handmade Brass & Herrnle Clockworks (Clot* Is An
Exact Replica To The Clock Robert E. Lee Had At
Washington College.1
FURNITURE/MISCELLANEOUS: Hamilton Grand
Piano WBench, Pair Of Drum Tables. Antique Rocking
00 Ford Explorer XL1
Chair Matching Antique Couch & Chair, Claw Foot
85K
champagne.
Coffee Table, Duncan Phyle Table, Sofa Table, Large Knockdown
condition
excellent
Wardrobe, 6 Metal & Wood Bar Stools, Beautiful Handmade Keepsake
753-5940 Mon-Thur
Chest. Drop Front Desk. Leather Recliner Antique Dressing Table. Drop
Leaf Parted Table, Kitchen Table w/Chairs. Dresser velAirror, 4 Leather
Bar Stools, Office Desk, Antique Marble Top Dresser. Odd Wood Chairs,
111311Ussel Can
Wicker Table wthairs, 2 Hotpoint Refrigerators. Plate Rack. Metal Filing [
Cabinet, Driver Table Saw.()ewe& Planer
99 4dr, white Pontiac
Open House: Tuesday. Sept. 23 From 5:30-7:00pm
Grand Am GT
Real Estate Sells First At 10:00 AM. Auction Will Bs Held On Site.
293-4192
Co-Broksr: Grey's Properties Murray, KY; Judy Denton, Agent

\
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CAN'T sell your
home" Call Campbell
Realty and
ask about homes-bay
759-8780
FSBO, 3 BR. 2 BA
Lots new since 2000
East Y Subdivision
$117,000
753-4758
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes. FSBO
4/3/3. 3.000 AC, 4,000
acres
9
total,
$199,000 0130.
completeiy
3/2/2
New
remodeled.
everything. $139.900
41/-337-3561

Ractnaws

1

160
Homes For Sala

GREAT starter home
2BR. IBA. 1.200 sq
ft.. large shady lot.
Hardin, KY $30,000
080.(270)293-3365
HOUSE FSBO 118
Main St., Puryear, TN
3 BR. 1 Ba large
garage with small
shed 548.000 Call
847-921-4848
,OOKING for a home
to tease purchase,
Call Campbell Realty
today, 759-8780
LOSING your home to
foreclosure/
Call Campbell Realty
today and
Save your credit, ask
about a short sale,
759-8780
New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfleld
Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872
We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
76IHOME.COM

for
Tuesday,Sept. 30. 2008
You discover that much more
than you could dream will happen this year. If you challenge
yourself to go past the norm.
then the more you know and the
more you understand, the better
off you will be. You could make
a difference in any area of your
life you so choose. Do not hesitate to get on your high horse
and follow through on a key
heartfelt desire or goal. If you
are single. you could be delighted by what happens this winter.
Are you ready to have your
socks knocked off.' You certainly will have the opportunity for
Cupid's arrow to hit. If you are
attached, you will warm up the
love temperature in your nest by
being slightly less me-oriented.
Enjoy! LIBRA gets you fiery
,..ornetimes!
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Defer once more to
others. Though events do not
always happen as planned, you
discover once more that nothing
replaces your follow-through
Only then will a situation or project be exactly as you wish. A
change might be inevitable at
work or with an older parent
Tonight: Go with the flow.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Following an easy and
relaxed pace works well for you
If you need to do something differently, do. Right now, not
everyone is of the same opinion.
but how often are they*,Go with
what might appear to be a harder course but one that s more
worthwhile. Tonight Listen to the
other side.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Be sensitive to a child or
a loved one. This person might
be having a harder time than you
originally thought. At the same
time, gauge your nsks with care
You could be overwhelmed by
possibilities. Don't: Just slow
down, in this case. Tonight
Having fun should be a pleasure
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You see life far differently as the result of someone taking a stand. You might need to
slow down and rethink a personal matter. Being overwhelmed
might be the byproduct of this
discussion. Tonight_ Easy does
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be surprised
by someone's irritation at the
words you choose. Stay consistent: keep talk prevalent and
updated. Discussion takes an
animated turn. Avoid taking a
comment personally Tonight
Out and about, a force to Lie

kaapealkee Ilgar
dealt with.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Use care with spending.
even if a risk seems to be
inevitable. You can back out and
feel free to do so Realize just
how much you offer and honor
what you do offer in the most
possible.
manner
positive
Tonight: Your treat. Be sensible.
too.
IJBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You smile, and so do
others. Your ability to move a situation could change because of
your high energy. How you say
'enough" could be radically different than norm. If you get a
strange reaction or two, do not
be surprised! Tonight: It's your
decision. You are top dog.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Slow down and take your
time. Investigate, and discover
more of what might be needed.
Get to the bottom of a problem
now, without making a decision.
Touch base with friends. Tonight:
Take some personal time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Knowing what you
want and knowing where you are
heading and for what reason
could redefine your actions.
Others finally can respond in a
new and dynamic manner to
your concepts. Tonight: Zero in
on what you want.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Follow front a position of
leader, as you know what is happening and what needs to occur.
If you get your personal wishes
involved, you might not like the
end result. A must appearance is
likely. Tonight: Burn the midnight
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have possibilities
coming forward. Explore your
options rather than say 'no."
Being the fixed Aquarian does
not always serve you well.
Consider your options far more
carefully. Find other opinions,
but do rely on your own as well.
Tonight: Follow music.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Work closely with a
partner. You will find that as a
duo you have much clout, energy and flex. Discover the power
of two minds. Use these abilities
more often. Know what you want
of need. Tonight: A close
encounter.
BORN TODAY
Author Truman Capote (1924).
actress Angie Dickinson (1931).
writer Elie Weisel (1928)
S..

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hwew.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

GFRCe-r•NIGs
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-90E12 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREE77NG SERVICE FOR
AMAMI&
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We hare been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 abreast 60 years!

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!

JOIN
• FARM BUREAU
sed eeloy these

DISCOUNTS...
Sherwin-Williams
25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF
GM Vehicles
'500-'750 OFF
Hotels

1007 200°
Comfort Inn

Quality Inn
ECono Lodge
Rodeway inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more.
Beltone Hearing.
Aids
15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts
10'- 60 OFF

Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Expenence

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

(270) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
s ww.N estsidevet.com

H•wpctai

753,
4703
Call For Details
Resdeine
Ikea
aressalC.--

F

Home & Auto
Insurance

COMICS/ FEATURES

• Monday, September 29, 2008

LookingBack
ID sears ago
A tobacco barn, owned by
McClure of Murray. and
eight acres of tobacco, owned
by Anthony Manning. were
destroyed Is) tire on Sept. 28,
according to a report from the
Calloway County Eire-Rescue.
Births reported include a boy
to Lucas and Barbara Denhan.
Sept. I. a girl to Kim Yuchan
and Sara Kim. Sept 24. and
boy to Steve and Gwerida Wilhelm. Sept. 25.
Murray State University Racers lost 43-9 to Brigham Young
University in a football game
at Provo. Utah.
20 years ago
In the soling for the special
sale for the legal sale of alcoholic beverages in the City of
Murray on Sept. 28. the vote
count was 62 for yes and 315
for no. according to records by
the Calloway Count Court Clerk.
Calloway County High School
Band earned a supenor rating
and received firs place honors
in Class A for outstanding band
at the Marshall County's Starlest Marching B and Festival.
Births reported include a girl
to .10”:e and Guy McKnight, a
boy to Diana and Terry Crouch
and a boy to Sylvia and Thomas
Garner. Sept. 24.
30 years ago
Calloway County Public
Library has received a grant totaling 514.000 for a library service project to he in effect for
one year by Oct. I. according
to Margaret Trevathan. director.
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders who are LaDon
Dowdy. Conda Stubblefield.
Regina Cunningham. Joyce
Siesens. Karol Kemp. Jan Potts.
Susan Byers and Ellen Mahan.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Dowdy. Sept.
8. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Hicks. Sept. IS. and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Tyler. Sept.
21.
40 years ago
Pfc. David R Graham. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham
of Murras. has been assigned
to a 28-months tour of duty
with the 21st Army Division in
Germany.
In the City Court of City Judge
William H.(Jake) Dunn, 32 persons were charged and fined
this week.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Danny Cunningham. Sept. 21. and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Royce Townsend,
Sept. 22.
50 years ago
Army 1st Lt. James G. Jordan. son of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt 0. Jordan of Browns Grove
community, is serving as a platoon leader with Task Force 201
in Beirut. Lebanon.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 13-12 to Mayfield Cardinals in a football game.
Serving as officers of WMU
of First Baptist Church are Mrs.
O.C. Wells, president: Mrs.
Ronald Churchill. enlistment vice
president: Mrs. Ragan McDaniel.
program vice president, Mrs. Jack
Kennedy. secretary; and Mrs.
B.C. Harris. treasurer.
60 years ago
Elected as officers of the Kirksey High School Chapter of the
Future Fanners of America were
Douglas Tucker. president; James
V. Edwards. vice president: Fred
Cain. secretary, Alvin Usrey,
treasurer; Billy Joe Hale.
reporter; Zane Cunningham.
reporter. Raymond Story is the
chapter advisor.
Rev. C.L. Page is pastor of
the Hazel Circuit of Methodist
Churches which include South
Pleasant Grove, Hazel, and
Mason's Chapel churches.

TodayinNistory
lie Theatre under his own name.
By The Associated Press
In 1918, Allied forces began
Today is Monday. Sept 29.
the 273rd day of 2008. There are then decisive breakthrough of the
93 days left in the year. The Jew- Hindenburg Line during World
ish holiday of Rosh Hashana begins War I.
In 1938, British, French, Gerat sunset.
man and Italian leaders concludToday's Highlight in History:
On Sept 29, 1978, Pope John ed the Munich Agreement, which
,Paul I was found dead in his Vat- was aimed at appeasing Adolf
ican apartment Just over a month Hitler by allowing Nazi annexaafter becoming head of the Roman tion of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
Catholic Church.
In 1979, Pope John Paul ll
On this date:
In 1758. English Admiral Hor- began the first papal visit to Ireatio Nelson was born in Burn- land as he waived for a threeday tour.
ham Thorpe, Norfolk.
In 1982, Extra-Strength Tylenol
In 1789, the U.S. War Department established a regular army capsules laced with cyanide
with a strength of several hun- claimed the first of sever victims
in the Chicago area. (To date, the
dred men.
In 1829. London's reorganized case remains unsolved)
In 1988. the space shuttle Dispolice force, which became known
'as Scotland Yard. went on duty. cover), blasted off from Cape
In 1902. Broadway impresario Canaveral, Fla_ marking AmeriDavid Belaseo reopened the Repub- ca's return to manned space flight

Murray Ledger & limes

Vitamin D not
a health risk

Good reading habits learned
early pay lifelong dividends
DEAR ABBY: I wrote your reading provides far more than
mother back in 1985. asking just an escape. The greatest
her to entourage my eighth- ideas of our most gifted thinkers
grade students to establish the lie between the covers of books
wonderful habit of reading. My waiting for you to discover
letter was published in The them. And don't be put off if
the books are labeled "clasPortland Oregonian.
still teach eighth-graders. sics.' That word means only
but now I do that they have been enjoyed
it in Califor- by every single generation who
nia. It has has read them
Reading is also a vital skill.
23
been
years since Perusing a newspaper or doing
your mother research online, in addition to
my. expanding your mind, can also
wrote
students be your transport to a sucthe cessful future. And there is no
about
importance more effective way to learn
Dear Abby of reading. to wnte than by reading.
P.S. If this skill does not
we come easily for you. rememToday
By Abigail
have com- ber that libraries offer classes
Van Buren
puters. text in literacy. There is no shame
messaging and cell phones. It's in needing extra help in learna different world now, but ing to read, regardless of your
reading is still important. Would age. The only shame is in not
you write a couple of para- admitting it so you can get
graphs about the joys of read- the help you need.
HIM
ing in your column? Your
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28advice will be heeded by my
students and many other stu- year-old wife and mother. I
dents in the country who read love my family very much and
your column. Kids relate to do not lack the essentials in
celebrities, and you are defi- life. But I can't help feeling
nitely famous. Thank you for my house isn't clean enough.
your help. -- RAY SMYTHE, my home isn't good enough
and I'm not good enough. NothPALM SPRINGS. CALIF.
DEAR RAY AND DEAR ing in my life is up to my
STUDENTS: I'm glad to standards.
I see people all around me
oblige. For anyone who doesn't already know, books are who have all of these wonmagic! Crack open a book and derful things. They travel and
you will be instantly trans- have fun. I have nothing of
ported into the past, propelled any real worth, and I can't
into the future -- or if you remember the last time I truly
choose -- escape into a world had fun.
I don't want to take antiof fantasy. The options are
depressants to cover the probendless.
But while history, science lem: I want to feel better. I
fiction, mysteries and romance have considered hiring a life
provide a wealth of diversion. coach to help me find the
basis for my feelings, but I
am not sure if coaching is for
real or where to find it. I do
following the Challenger disaster. not live in a large city, and
Ten years ago: Former Los money is limited. I want to
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley died feel like I. and the things in
my life, are enough. Help! -at age 80. The Federal Reserve
IN
cut the federal funds rate a quar- INSUFFICIENT
ter-point, to 5.25 percent
WYOMING
Five years ago i The White
DEAR "INSUFFICIENT":
House denied that President Bush's Its a huge mistake to comRove,
Karl
adviser,
top political
pare what you have to what
had leaked CIA agent Valerie
do, because you will
•iothers
—
ret
to
Plame's identity
find people who have
'always
tip
an
her husband,
happiness comes
True
more.
Iraq
administration's
ident Bush signed legislation to from within, not from outside
ratify the Federal Trade Commis- yourself. Travel, fun and possessions are not the nitty-gritsion's authority to set up a nation-al do-not-call list for telemar- ty of life. You already have
keters.
the most important things in
One year ago: President Bush life -- a loving and healthy
gova
signed a bill to prevent
family.
ernment shutdown, but lambasted
Rather than looking for a
for
Democrats controlling Congress
coach" -- a field that is
"life
sending him the stopgap measure
licensed -- I strongly
yet
not
while they continued to work on
more than a dozen spending bills. recommend you look in another direction. Your spiritual
adviser would be an excellent
place to start, or a licensed mental health professional who can
help you put yourself back on
track.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have situation.
Calcium is necessary for many
been taking calcium plus vitamin D tablets three times a day. bodily functions, such as bone
I have recently heard on the health, heart action, normal blood
news that this could cause hard- clotting, muscle contraction and
ening of the artenes. What should nervous-system maintenance.
If you are truly concerned.
a person take to strengthen the
bones? I also speak with your primary-care
take Actonel physician or gynecologist. Since
once a week. they know you best, they can
DEAR give you the best explanation speREADER: cific to you.
To give you related informaMany people
have written tion. I am sending you a copy
to mc asking of my Health Report -Osteosame porosis.the
DEAR DR. GOT7': 1 hank
question.
(or you for all of the help you have
Dr. Gott Calcium
calcium plus given me and my family through
DI supple- your medical column.
By
I have enclosed a clipping
ments do not
Dr. Peter Gott cause hard- that I found in a magazine. It
ening of the arteries. The way is a cheap. easy and effectist
the media portrayed the issue home remedy for Insect bites:
caused near panic for thousands My husband was recently stung
of people taking these supple- by a wasp, and we tried it with
great success.
ments.
Simply rub the juicy (fresh:
The information reported was
that arterial plaque caused by ly cut) side of an onion onto
excess calcium could lead to heart the area, and the itch is gone!
DEAR READER: Thank yoti
attack and stroke. While this is
true, the problem does not lie for this helpful hint. I note thai
in how much calciuni is ingest- the tip was from Andrea Cam:
ed but rather with the body dee's book "Gentle Healing fog
itself. As we age. our bodies Baby and Child." She says that
become less able to absorb cal- It must be a yellow onion and
cium properly. Most of it is that it works become the onion
excreted, but a small amount contains over 100 sulfur comi
can be carried to other areas of . pounds. which have anti-inflanF
the body, such as the arteries, matory effects. You don't sav
where it is deposited. Over time, what magazine this came from.
this can lead to large patches however.
I will be sure to try this
of hardened artenal lining, which
can become cracked or break myself the next time I am bitoff, leading to clot formation. ten or stung by an insect. I
If the clot breaks off, it can be hope my readers find this usecarried to the heart, brain or ful and effective. Thanks for
lungs. leading to an emergency writing to share.

Costractilridge
At both tabies, declarer won ths
club lead with the ace and cashec
fice diamonds and live spades. lean. •
ing South with Just the Q-10 0!
hearts. On the last spade. West, who
held the queen of clubs and K-lit of
hearts, had to discard in front of
dummy's A-9 of hearts and iack of
clubs. Both Wests discarded a heart.
and declarer won the last two tricks
with the ace and queen of hearts.
This line of play succeeded onh
because West had the king of hearts
flowev.er, a method of play was
available that would have succeeded
evert if fast had the king.
The best chance for 13 tricks is
win the club, ruff a club. cash the K
Q ofdiamonds and ruff another club
Declarer then leads a spade to thy
jack and ruffs dummy's last cluwith the ace. A heart to the ace fol
lowed by a third round of trumps per
mits declarer to discard the heart ten
run thc spades and thus score all thy
tricks.
The recommeeded play works
whenever the diamonds break 3-2, A
68 percent probability The approach
adopted by both declarers wins only.
when West has the heart king, a 50
percent chance, and is still available
if the diamonds divide 4-1.
At this level of competition, n
:surprising that neither declarer found
the line of play that iifferi:d the maximum chance of scoring 13 tricks:
Even world-famous experts, it
appears, have blind spots!

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•1 9
WA 9 5 3
•KQJ
•AJ 107
EAST
WEST
+8762
+43
•J 7 6 4
•K 8 2
•10 9 7
•8 5
+43
• Q 98 5 2
SOUTH
•AKQ 105
1111Q 10
•A 6 4 32
The bidding:
Soo& West
East
North
Pass
1•
Pass
I•
Pass
3•
Pass
I NT
Pass
5*
Pass
4•
Pass
•
6
Pass
6+
7•
Opening lead — king of clubs.

This deal, from the 1956 U.S.Italy world championship match,
became famous not because it was
brilliantly played, but because it wasn't!
The American team gained 750
points when it bid and made a grand
slam in diamonds while the Italians
stopped in a small slam. Both declarers made all the tricks on identical
lines of play, but the fact is that they
each missed the correct way to try to
score 13 tricks.
Tomorrow: The fine art of falsecarding

Crosswords
36 Audit pros
37 Ax givers
38Zillio
2
4
Gobbler,
maybe
43 Turn right
44 Hawaii's
Mauna 45 Peoria's St
46 Onion goodies
48 Not succeed
49 Heists, slangily
51 Unwilling
Expensive fur
54 s
53

ACROSS

L_

Go

CI I ECi-F)

Fi IF I E

COCI_O

1 Small pansy
6 What le
stands for
11 Dispatcher
12 From
Mr Spock s
planet
14 Poker stake
15 Soldering tools
17 Next to
18 Drag into court
19 Almost-grads
20 Dutch carrier
21 Kind of portrait
23 Poison 24 Make a sound
like a chick
25 Now,
27 Fury
28 Type of current;
30 Purview
31 King
to monsieur
32 Retiree's
income
33 Madras money
35 G ass droplets
12

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MN PSST GLOP
ORO OLEO HIRE
LENEI Clump
OAR
SNACKIAO AS
OAK GIMITER
RASPS MOK OCIA
LS ZOO FEET
I
TAU BEE UADRE
ZIRCON MAY
HA AILERCEI
YOGA ULNA 00111
EMER MEET SON
=HID DERE SEA

DOWN
1 Sports locale
2 Pentium
producer
3 Pindar torte
- Havre
5 'Exodus" name
6 Piano key
7 Hassles
a debtor
8 Urban
people-movers
117

11115

9-29 C 2008 United
9 Columbia s St
10 Yellow pads
11 Answer back
impudently
13 Dryads
16 Party10

6

12

11
15

14

17

111

I
19

a
a

18UU

ill ill
aa

21

PEANUTSOD
BUT YOU NAVE
TO WEAR ONE
OF THOSE Ti.111465
ON YOUR HEAD

28

I/

in

29

I

a
3,3•
36
42

or

iii
ill ill
a
45

it

it •

k

0

'

il

ill ill
Rill
Ell I

Feature

Syndicate Inc

throwers plea
20 Big green
parrot
22 Quacks
23 Woosnam
of golf
24 Rainbow
maker
26 Get a load of
27 Go over big
28 North Pole
region
29 Domes
31 Thing in law
34 Cooking spray
brand
35 Remnant
37 No brain
surgeon
39 Warning
40 Making
a racket
41 Sturdy lock
43 Bobbysoxer
46 Gray-clad
soldier
47 Droop
48 Not masc
50 Squawkbox
briefly
52 Dela -

CS
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Next game: Murray State at Austin Peay on Oct. 4

Foot Shooters

ROUNDUP

MSU
women
stay
unbeaten
ACREMAN'S
SQUAD GOES TO
2-0 IN OVC PLAY

By MSU Sports Information
CHARLESTON, Ill. — The
Murray State women's soccer
squad made it a 2-0 weekend
with a 3-0 win Sunday afternoon against Eastern Illinois in
Charleston, III.
Coupled with the Racers' 10 win at Southeast Missouri
State on Friday, MSU is in
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference at 2-0.
It's the first time since 2002
that MSU has
started the league
season 2-0. In
MSU
2002
with
opened
wins over Morehead State and
Peay
Austin
from
away
Acreman
home.
The match was a 0-0 tie
until the Racers scored in the
46th minute on a point-blank
shot from Sophie Hargreaves
that went just inside the right
post on an assist from Kalli
McCoy.
The Racers scored again in
the 61st minute when Katie
Wilson headed in a goal off a
pass from Rebekah Clay.
MSU capped off the 3-0 win
with another score in the 70th
minute on a goal by Rachel
Wright that was assisted by
Nicole Evans.
"We had three different people score which was great."
MSU head coach Beth Acreman said."We had some chances
in the first half but we got
one in at the start of the second half.
"It was great to come out
flying in the second half with
some great play," Acreman
added."Kalil McCoy had a great
play to set up the first goal which
really gave us momentum for
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & "nmes the rest of the game."
Tara Isbell made three saves
Milller Saturday night in the first half. Nelson had 36
Dontrell
Martin's
of
tackle
the
past
upfield
get
to
tnes
Nelson
Murray State's DeAngelo
touchdown and had and has now recorded back-toa
for
interception
an
returned
he
as
Racers
the
against
scores
yards on four catches. Miller would go on for two defensive
back shut outs and four for the
a fumble recovery for a touchdown.
season.
The Racers out shot EIU
18-13 and led 9-3 in shots on
goal.
'We got a solid performance from knna Fiorannelli
The Racers struck back
who anchored our back line,"
By MICHAEL DANN
Up Next
quickly when Jeff Ehrhardt
Acreman said.
Sports Editor
Posy
Aostio
at
/Wray State
The Racers' next match is
There was a message Matt hooked up with Daniel Ard in
When: Saturday, 6 p m
at 1 p.m. against UT
Sunday
Griffin tried to send his play- the end zone from six yards
Tenn
Wham CiarksvOle
out to make it a 14-7 ballMartin at home.
Teems: Murray States 1-4. Austin
ers this past week.
Peay is 0-5
"We need to prepare ourAt all morning practices, the game and after forcing the Skyselves for the next challenge
MSU head coach ran statistics hawks to a three-and-out on end. There's the difference. The
this week." Acreman added."We
and the final score from last the ensuing possession. Ehrhardt kickoff return and two defencame through the weekend very.
year's 76-34 thumping at Ten- was picked off by Dontrell sive scores from them and
healthy."
nessee Martin as a friendly Miller for a 10-yard score, but there's the game."
reminder for his football play- Miller wasn't done.
The Racers racked up 539
A high snap on Murray all-purpose yards to 419 by Marers on the scoreboard at Roy
State's next possession result- tin. Murray State improved itself
Stewart Stadium.
On Saturday at Stewart, there ed in a 32-yard fumble recov- in the running game. with 164
was another message sent, ery for a touchdown by Miller yards to just three more by UTM
OVC(Owed)
School
except it came from the oppo- to give UTM a 28-7 first-quar- (167) and Jeff Ehrhardt returned
(6-4-1)
2-0
State
Murray
lead.
ter
sition and the scoreboard got
for 375 passing yards on 251-0-1 (6-2-2)
UT Martin
Martin took a 42-17 lead of-43 passing with two interanother workout.
(4-6)
Morehead State 1-0
The Skyhawks put up 42 into the break, but Matt Grif- ceptions. The reigning Ohio Val1-0
i3-6i
Austin Peay
firstthe
was
it
that
knows
fin
a
to
route
en
ints
first half-po
ley Conference Freshman of
0-1-1 (3-5-3)
State
Jacksonville
ultimately
that
meltdown
half
The
63-34 win at Roy Stewart.
the Year tossed four touchTennessee Tech 0-0-1 (1-9-11
victory is Martin's fourth led to his team's demise.
downs.
SE Missoun State 0-1-1 (0-5-2)
coach
The third-year Racer
Marto
straight, three in a row since
went
those
Two of
Eastern Kentucky 0-1 (2-6-2)
of
Jason Simpson took over for knew coming in that time
cus Harris. Harris' 25-yard
0-2 (0-10-1)
Eastern Illinois
be
to
going
was
Times
&
possession
Ledger
/
DANN
MarMICHAEL
from
Griffin who bolted
touchdown reception in the secSunday. Wt. ZS
Murtechnically,
and
on
nine
critical
yards
Flamm Mason 1 Eastern Kentucky ,
tin in 2005.
ond quarter was his third touch- Derrick Townsel recorded 161 receiving
Stale 3 EaMern lihnas
Twenty-one of Martin's first- ray State won that battle with down reception of the season catches in his first action since the season opener The Murray
Tennessee Tech 2 Jacasmvale Stare
half points all came compli- nearly 20 more plays than the and the second straight season 161 yards are the most for a Racer receiver since DeAn- SE Maack, Stale UT Marsn
Friday, Oct 3
ments of Murray State. which Skyhawks had.
Harris has caught of pair of dre Green had 180 yards on 10 catches against Sam- Easte
%non a, Jacksonsale Sidle
,
For the most part. I think TDs against Martin.
I
Emtern Kentucky a/ Tennessee T.,,
allowed an 83-yard kickoff
single-game
best
ford back in 2002. It is also the 14th
*WSW Peay at !Morehead State
you
return by Roren Thomas to we did that, but shoot,
State
../acksonv.te
at
State
Maass,.
SE
receiving yardage game in MSU history.
get outscored by 25 at game's
•See RACERS, 10
start the game.

RACERS SPOT SKYHAWKS 28 FIRST-QUARTER POINTS
EN ROUTE TO FOURTH STRAIGHT WIN OVER MSU

Sala

OVC ROUNDUP

Tigers finally lose, JSU knocks off No. 18 Eastern Illinois
PERRILLOUX
ACCOUNTS FOR THREE
TOUCHDOWNS IN
GAMECOCKS'VICTORY

OVER PANTHERS

CHARLESTON, Ill. API — Ryan
Pernlloux ran for two touchdowns
and threw for one to lead Jacksonville
State to a 23-10 victory over Eastern Illinois in conference play on
Saturday.
Jacksonville State (3-1 1-0 Ohio
Valley Conference) was up 21-0 at
halftime after wide receiver James

Wilkerson caught a pass from Perrilloux with 3:27 left in the first period. Perrilloux scored twice in the
second period on a 16-yard and 2yard run.
Eastern Illinois (2-3, 0-1 Ohio Valley) went on the board for the first
time with 4:09 left in the third with
a field goal from kicker Tyler Wilke.

The score was 23-3.
Panthers defensive back Adrian
.Arrington gave Eastern Illinois its
only touchdown of the game to lead
the team in scoring. With 8:03 left
in the fourth period. Arrington blocked
a punt return and ran 16 yards to
make the final 23-10.
The Gamecocks had 23 first downs

to 13 for the Panthers. Jacksonville
State also out-rushed Eastern Illinois
by more than 180 yards. 201-20. The
Gamecocks also led in passing yku-dage.
281-206.
Eastern Kentucky 13.
Austin Peay 10
RICHMOND. Ky. (API — Taylor
See OVC. 10

,
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can pi-nivel yoor AUTO
any better than we car

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
litabonei FJotbell LIMON
AM limes COT
AME WAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
0 0 1 000
Buftwo
1 0 667
2
New England
2 2 0 500
NY Jets
0 333
2
1
Miami
Seuth
W L T Pct
4 0 0 1 000
Tennessee
2 2 0 500
Jacksonville
1
2 0 333
Indianapolis
3 0 000
0
iiousion
North
L T Pct
W
2 0 01 000
Baltimore
2 1 0 667
Pittsburgh
3 0 250
1
Cieveiend
0 4 0 COO
Groomed]
West
L T PCI
W
3 1 0 750
Denver
2 2 0 500
San Diego
3 0 250
1
°Wand
3 0 250
1
Kansas Car
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
3 0 0 030
N Y GI.9015
1 0 750
3
Washington
3 1 0 750
2 2 0 500
Phdadepris
South
L T Pct
W
1 0 750
.3
Carolina
1 0 750
3
Tampa Bay
2 2 0 500
New Oceans
2 2 0 500
Atlanta
North
L T Pet
W
2 2 0 .500
Green Bay
2 2 0 .500
Chicago
3 0 250
1
Minnesota
0 3 0 000
Devon
West
W L T Pct
2 2 0 500
Anzons
2 2 0 500
San Francisco
1
2 0 333
Sande
1 0 000
0
St Louts

1

American League Standing.
All Times CDT
East Nilson
L Pct GIB
W
97 66 599
x-Tampa Bay
2
95 67 586
y-Boston
8
919 73 549
New Yon
11
86 76 531
Tonne,
68 SO 422 28 11
Baltimore
Central Division
t.Pcl GB
W
86 74 543
kannesota
1
87 74 540
Chicago
7
81 81 500
Cleveland
13
75 87 463
Kansas City
71 87 40313 12
Detroit
West Derielon
L Pct 011
W
100 62 617
x-Los Angeles
21
79 83 488
Texas
75 86 46621 12
Oakland
39
61 101 377
Seattle
',Arched dmann
y-canched wid card

Sundey's Gems*
N.Y. Jets 56, Anzoria 35
TOC111,41441 30, Minnesota 17
Karisas City 33. Denver 19
New Pisan* 31, San Francisco 17
Camino 24, Aland 9
Cismiand 20, Cincinneti 12
Timm Bay 30. Green Bay 21
Jecisonville 30. Houston 27, OT
Sulam 31, St Louis 14
San Diego 28. Oakland 18
Virastiingicri 26 Dallas 24
Chicago 24. Prdadelphia 20
Open- Indianapolis Warn. New
England, Seattle N Y Giants, Detroit
Idondey's Gems
Baltimore a! Pittsburgh. 710 pm
Sunday, Oct S
Chicago at Distort Noon
San Diego at Miami, Noon
Atlanta at Green Bay Noon
Simla* al N y Gents Noon
Tennessee at Baltimore. Noon
Indianapolis at Houston, Noon
Kansas Cav at Carolvs.
Washiegto) at Philadelphia, Noon
Temps Bay at Denver. 305 p
Cnannat at Dallas, 3.15 p.m.
Burton at Ao.zona. 3.15 p m
New England at San Francisco, 3:15
p.m.
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville, 7 15 p m.
Open N.Y Jets Oakland. St Louis.
Geveiand
Monday. Oct 6
Minnesota at New Oneana, 730 p on.

Saturday's Gems*
NY Yankees at Boston, pod WI
Kansas City 4, Mnnesota 2
Sodas 7 Oskland 3
deaoll 4. Tampa Bey 3
Bnore 2 Toronto 1 6 12 innings rerr
Cleveland 12 Goicego Wrate Sox 6
Texas 8, 3 A Angels 4
Sunday's Games
Tamps Bay 8 Detroit 7 11 minis
N.Y Yankees 6. Boston 2 153 gams
Torcido to. Bealmore 1
Boston 4. N.Y Yankees 3, 10 inings
2nd gems
Chicago While Sox 5 CAreveland 1
Mwmasote 6, Kansas City 0
LA Angels 7. Texas 0
Seale 4 Coldind 3
litondires Game
Dean*(Garcia 1-1) at Chicago While
Sox (G Floyd 164). 1 OS m
National League Standkage
East Division
L Pet GB
W
92 70 568
r-Phiadelpha
3
dP 73 549
New York
84 77 522 71.2
Florida
20
72 90 444
Avant&
59 10239632 12
Wedingtun
Cantrel Division
L Fict GB
W
-97 64602
x-Chicagt]
90 72,556 7 12
y4Aermukite
11
75.534
86
Houston
86 78 531 11 1/2
St Loss
74 86.45723 1/2
CrtonnAto
67 95414301/2
Pesboori,
Wen Division
L Pct GB
'N
84 78 519
x-Los Mosier,
2
02 80 508
aroma
10
71 86.457
Colorado
12
72 904.44
San From...nem
21
63 99 386
San Diego
or-arched Meson
y-cincherl wed airG

Winless Rams fire coach Scott Linehan
The moye was made headThc
ST. LOUIS (AP)
winless St. Louis Rams fired ing into the Rams' bye week
coach Scott Linehan on Mon- and several hours after the Bufday, the day after a fourth falo Bills outscored them 25straight lopsided loss to start 0 in the second half of a 3114 victory Sunday.
the season_
St. Louis has lost 17 of its
Rams spokesman Rick Smith
also said that defensive coor- las, 20 games overall.
The 0-4 start is the second
dinator Jim Haslett will replace
Linehan on an interim basis. straight for the Rams, who lost
The Rams scheduled a news their first eight games last year
en route to a 3-13 finish that
conference later Monday.
Linehan had an overall II - landed them with the second
25 record in his first head coach- pick in the draft.
A sign at Sunday's home
ing job. The Rams have been
outscored 147-43 this season, game read: "Congress. Now
and have allowed at least 30 bail out the Rams."
Haslett was fired as coach
points in seven straight games
of the New Orleans after the
dating back to last year.

2005 season and joined the
Rams on Linehan's first staff
in 2006.
The Linehan era was mostly a dreary time for the franchise, especially on the heels
of the wild highs and lows of
predecessor Mike Martz, who
helped the Rams win their lone
Super Bowl after the 1999 season and led them to a second
Super Bowl as coach in the 2001
season
The Rains were 8-8 in 2006,
Lanehtufs first season. The team
rallied to win four of its last
six games after Linehan turned
over play-calling duties to offensive coordinator Greg Olson.

Scott Linehan

RACER VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Racers glad to get back home
MSU RETURNS FROM FIVEGAME ROAD STRETCH TO POST
OVC VICTORY OVER EKU
By MSU Sports information
In its first match in Racer Arena for
the 2008 campaign. the Murray State volleyball teem defeated Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky, 3-1 (2125. 25-22. 25-19, 25-15) in front of 351
fans.
"Overall we played well for our first
home match of the year." said head coach
David Schwepker. "Your first home match
the team is always nervous because they
want to do well in front of the home
crowd."
The Racers (5-7, 2-1 OVC) came out
a little flat in the opening set, but quickly recovered and continued to push the
momentum of the match through each set.
MSU was led by sophomore Sara Hayden, who tallied 13 kills on 19 attempts
and only one error for a .632 hitting percentage.
Senior Alison Mugler also garnered
double-digits in the kids ,olurnn for the
Racers, with II. The Maumee, Ohio native
also recorded a season-high 19 digs for
her second double-double of the season.
Mugler is now just 35 digs away from
claiming the No. 5 spot on MSU's alltime dig list. She is also just 19 kills

Satin:Ws Gerrie'
NY Meis 2. Florida 0
Chicago Gibe 7 relteriMies 3
PidedeioNa 4. Washington 3
Allarta 11, idoudon 5
St Lall16 8, Colrocinneb 5
Anzona 6, Ccktrado
LA Dodgers 2, San Francisco 1
San(ag° 3, Pllisbuigh 2
Sandry's Games
Ronde 4, NY. Meta 2
Pholackelphis 8, Washingicn 3
Houston 3, Manta 1
Milwaukee 3, Chicago CLias 1
Si Louis 11. Clmnrat 4
Pittsough 6, Sin (Sego
San Freya:MO 3. LA Dodgers
Anzona 2, Colorado 1

Spertseriefs
SI The Mur:ay High Fastprtch Club vnll hold its regular monthly meetor Wednesday. Oct. 1 at the MHS cafeteria at 5_45 p.m. Items on
the agenda include fundraising, fiefd wolc and plans for lie coming sea.
son All persons interested in the softball programs at MHS and MMS
are encouraged to attend

away from joining the Racers' 1,000 Kill
Club.
MSU also saw double-double performances from junior Cassie Chesney (13
assists-10 digs) and freshman Jade Guo
(30 assists-I2 digs).
The Racers were also strong defensively, tallying II total team blocks, including a career-high eight from sophomore
Ashley Nenninger. Freshman Kayleah Sauer
came up with 20 digs for MSU, as one
of four players in double-digits in the column.
"I would have never guessed that we
had that many blocks tonight," Schwepker said. "Because at the beginning of
the match when we were frustrated we
didn't have a good block."
The first set started off close, with no
team leading by more than two points
and included nine tie scores. The Colonels
(2-11, 1-3 OVC) then started a 6-1 run
with the set knotted at 13 to take an 1814 advantage. The Racers mounted a comeback but were only able to pull within
one point (19-20) before EKU ended the
set with a 5-2 ran to claim the first win.
The second set started out the same as
the first, with the two teams trading seines
for the first 14 points. The Colones' Abby
O'Connor then recorded a service error
to spark a 4-1 run by MSU to earn the
lead for the remainder of the set. EKU
managed to get within one three times
during the remaining 28 points, but the

Racers always responded to regain the
momentum.
After the I0-minute break the Colonels
emerged from the locker room with renewed
energy and pulled out to an early 6advantage. EKU padded the lead to five
(14-9) before MSU started a come-back
of its own. Nerminger sparked a 5-0 nut
to tie the score at 14. The Colonels then
pushed the lead back to three (17-14),
before MSU pushed back to tie the set
at 19. Chesney then served seven straight
times to help the Racers end the set on
a 9-0 run.
Despite a 2-0 run by EKU to start the
final set, MSU took control and never looked
back. The Racers used strong serving and
a well balanced attack to earn the victory. MSU saw three kills irt the final set
from five players.
The Racers hit a season-high .249 (58k16e-169ta) in the match, while holding
the Colonels to .140 (53k-28e-179ta). MSU
also held a key advantage in the blocks
column with 11 total team blocks to EKU's
six.
The Racers will continue their threematch home stand Saturday against conference leader Morehead State at 2 p.m.
in Racer Arena. The Eagles fell in the
first set to UT Martin, but like MSU
recovered to earn a 3-1 victory on Friday and improve their record to 13-2 overall and 4-0 in the OVC.

OVC
From Page 9
Long's 27-yard kick salvaged
a 13-10 win for Eastern Kentucky on Saturday after Austin
Peay pushed the Colonels to
overtime with a last-second field
goal.
The Governors tied it with
one second left in regulation
on Isaac Ziolkowski's 43-yard
kick and had a chance to take
the lead in overtime.
But Ziolkowski missed wide
right from 36 yards, opening
the door for Long and Eastern Kentucky (2-3. 1-1 Ohio
Valley Conference).
SE Missouri State 24,
Indiana State 21
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP)
- Henry Harris scored from

a yard out with 42 seconds touchdown pass from Lillard
left Saturday to give Southeast to Miles Edwards to make the
Missouri State a 24-21 win score 17-14.
Florida A&M 29,Tennessee
over Indiana State, which hasState 21
n't won a game since 2006:
ATLANTA (AP) - HopThe Sycamores(0-4)jumped
out to a 14-0 lead early in the kinsville native and former UK
second quarter behind short quarterback Curtis Pulley ran
touchdown runs by Darrius for two touchdowns and passed
Gates and Antoine Brown. for another to lead Florida A&M
(2-3) to a 28-21 victory over TenMissouri
Southeast
responded with a 74-yard kick- nessee State on Saturday.
Playing on a neutral field
off return by Jacob McKinley
that put the ball on the Indi- in the Georgia Dome before a
ana State 10. then made it 14- crowd of 50.428. the Rattlers
7 on a one-yard touchdown (3-1) won for the seventh
run by quarterback Houston straight time against the Tigers
(4-0).
Lillard.
Florida A&M led 21-0 early
The Redhawks took the lead
in the third quarter on a 35- in the second quarter as Pulyen, field goal and a 12-yard ley, alternating at quarterback

with Eddie Battle, scored on
runs of 44 and 29 yards along
with a 26-yard passing score.
The last two games in the
rivalry had been decided by a
total of 18 points and Tenlessee State again made it close
despite the big early deficit.
lavarris Williams scored or,
a 3-yard run with 3:53 left
and the Tigers got the ball
back. But Qier Hall intercepted an Antonio Heffner pass
near the goal line inside the
final minute.
Pulley finished with 98 yards
rushing and added 100 more
yards on 9-for-I3 passing ('or
the Rattlers. Battle was 12 of
14 passing for 110 yards.

•Racers
From Page 9
Demck Townsel recorded 161
receiving yards on nine catches in his first action since the
season opener. The 161 yards
are the most for a Racer receiver since DeAndre Green had
180 yards on 10 catches against
Samford on Nov. 2, 2002. It is
also the 14th best single-game
receiving yardage game in MSU
history.
For once, Murray Suite had
a full complement of players.
and despite its early first-half
follies, the Racers were once
again left with a what-if feeling.
"it felt good to get back out
there with my teammates, my
boys. It's been hard watching
from the sidelines the last couple of games, so it felt good
to get back out there." Ehrhardt
said. "My shoulder felt fine.
The thing that was the toughest was putting on my jersey.
I have this pad-thing, so it was
a little tight getting used to that.
Other than that 1 felt great. I
think ! threw the ball better
tonight than I had all fall.
'There were definitely some
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throws that I missed, there is
no doubt about that. There are
some that I would like to have
back as well, like every week,
but I felt like a little kid on
Christmas morning. getting to
play football again. The feeling
of being able to put your pads
on for the first time is what it
felt like."
The Racers(1-4,0-1) will now
turn their attention to Austin
Peay this Saturday in Clarksville,
but Gnffin knows that certain
aspects of his team's three phases of football will have to change
drastically.
"Don't be surprised if you
don't see shotgun ever again
out of this team. That is where
I'm at right now. That is absolutely ridiculous," Griffin said of
the Racers' constant struggles
with high snaps from the center position.
"An inexcusable interception.
It's just inexcusable. You put
yourself behind the eight ball
like that and it's awfully hard
to come back."
Griffin claimed in his press
conference that as both a player and as a coach, he's been a
part of big comebacks and while
his playing days are far behind
him, he told his team at halftime that his club was still in
the ballgame.
'In the second half, we have
a chance to climb back into
this thing," he said. "I think
they had 17 or 18 snaps in the
first half and they have 42
points. Quite honestly, I was
disappointed in all of them. At
halftime, we had guys looking

around and pointing fingers
instead of doing their job. We
had guys trying to make four
plays, instead of doing their job.
I know they wanted to win. I
know the hype they get in, they
get fired up, we just were not
on point in the first half.
'It goes back to the task at
hand, do your job and play the
next play. We started to do that
a little in the third quarter and
into the fourth. but I tell you
what, three big plays in the first
half and you spot a team 21
points. it's hard to come back.
The mental physche of your
kids, it's shoot, part psychologist on the team in the second half and I'm not very good
at that.'

Forma
School
UT Martin
Tennessee State
Jacksonvilte State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
SE Missouri State
Murray State
Austin Peay

ovc
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

(4-1)
0-1)
(3-1)
(3-2)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(1-4)
(0-5)

Thurecley, Sept 26
Tennessee Tech 47 Contra! Methodist 19
fraumey. Best 27
SE Mesoun Stake 24 Incliens Stele 21
10
Jacksonville State 23 Eason Its
Eastern Kentucky 13 Austin Petty 10
Honda kW 20 Tennessee Stale 21
UT Marton 63 Murray Stale 38
Saturday. Oct 4
2
Tennessee Sane a; UT Marlin
SE glamour! Stale at avoraorms• Stele
6 p nt
Murray Stale at Austin Posy
7prn
Easte, Kentucky ei TiMINTSSIO• 1.01
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Why?
•FNB is ranked the 10th safest independent bank out of
nearly 200 in the state of Kentucky based on asset quality.
(As reported by the Financial Management Consulting Group)

•RIB exceeds requirement for capitalization by the highest
safety status of "well capitalized banks" as defined by FDIC
bank regulations.
•FNB offers various safe and sound traditional bank products with
an extra measure of peace of mind and noticeably different
personal service.

For your investment needs contact us at 767.1140

